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Commonwealth Attorney charged with DUI
Staff Report
ter received a call informing them
BENTON, Ky. -- Michael D. of a possibly impaired driver near
Ward, commonwealth attorney for the Serenity Shores subdivision east
the 42nd Judicial District of of Benton. Marshall County
Calloway and Marshall counties, deputies Robert Johnson and Mark
was arrested Saturday, Feb., 16, at Balentine responded to the call and
approximately 7:10 p.m. on charges "made contact with the vehicle."
of driving under the influence.
Upon making contact, "a DUI
According to a press release investigation was conducted and at
from Marshall County Sheriff the conclusion of the investigation"
Kevin Byars, the 911 dispatch cen- Ward was arrested.

Completion
of 68/80 may
rest with
legislators
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The state's financial crisis will likely prevent any success by
local lawmakers to push for completion of the Ky. 68/80 highway
project between Murray and Coldwater under the original 2009
schedule.
But they're not going down without a fight.
Fifth District Rep. Melvin Henley, D-Murray, said the project
could be pushed back as much as 18 months to two years beyond the
initial 2009 target date — most likely beyond the
proposed 2010 target — under the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet's modified six-year plan
now before the legislature. Henley said he hopes
there will be no resulting delays, but it may be
inevitable.
"Everything was pushed back because there
was no money to do anything that wasn't already
awarded," he said, pointing out that the 2010 target
could also be surpassed. "That could either be
about 18 months or it could be two years, because
fiscal year 2010 starts July 2009. Additionally, the
Henley
projections are they'll be out of money by October
2009."
However there is at least one idea under consideration that may
help.
"We may be able to freeze one of the pennies that is already on
the gasoline tax and issue revenue bonds on that income strain," he
said. "That's the only thing we've talked about to get some of these
projects back on track."
First District Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray. said he would also be
pushing to move the construction back on the original schedule. "I
don't know whether I can make it happen or not, but you can be sure
I will be making every effort to try to move that
back on schedule as soon as we possibly can," he
said.
However Winters said he would like to see it
happen without having to freeze the gasoline tax
"penny."
"That was one of the ways we added a couple of
things a few years ago; we actually captured one of
the pennies, but the tax floats depending on the
price," he said. "That indeed is an element in the
discussion going on, but I hope we don't have to
resort to that."
According to Keith Todd, a spokesman for the
KTC's Department of Highway's District One and District Two
offices in Paducah, the cabinet's recommended road plan remains
subject to approval and modification by the legislature,,
"Once it's approved, we can get a better handle on the dollar
amounts," he said.
Henley said part of the problem with the KTC's budget crunch is
the result of action taken by former Gov. Ernie Fletcher's administration during its last days.
'They spent the well dry and then obligated everything for the
next two years. It's pretty bad. They really broke the bank," he said.
He said the legislature is already taking action to prevent future
governor's from taking similar action.
"That's legislation we passed out of the transportation committee. Requiring 50 percent of the funds be left by any governor outgoing." Henley said. "We're going to make it not legal for them to
vend up all the money any longer and I don't care if they are an
(Republican) or a 'D'(Democrat)."
Meanwhile, both Henley and Winters said Gov. Steve Beshear
will see some significant changes to his proposal to open 12 casinos
in Kentucky; starting when it goes before a constitutional amendment committer Wednesday.
"My understanding is that it is going to be drastically changed in
terms of the language that he proposed," Henley said.
Winters, who is opposed to legalized casino gambling, said he
also expects significant changes, if not defeat for the proposal.
-I know the House has already done some rewording of the language of the constitutional amendment statement, but I'm not even
totally convinced the House will approve it. but they may," he said.
-One of the things that really troubled me was seeing one of the
free-standing sites located next to the 29,000 troops in Fort
Campbell."

A

Ward, 57, of Benton, was
charged with Operation of a Motor
Vehicle Under the Influence 1st
Offense. He was lodged in the
Marshall County Detention Center
in Benton, and a bond of $1,000
surety was set.
Marshall County Chief Deputy
David Maddox confirmed Ward's
identity Monday morning, but was
unaware of Ward's current bond sta-

tus or dates of any court appearances.
"First appearance dates are normally pretty quick,- he said.
A spokesperson for the clerk's
office said this morning they had
not yet received any paperwork
concerning Ward.
Attempts this morning to contact
Margot Merrill, an assistant in the
commonwealth attorney's Calloway

County office, were unsuccessful.
Ward, who had served as commonwealth attorney for 19 years,
was defeated by Gayle Cook of
Murray, in 2000. He regained the
office in the May 2006 Democratic
primary.
Ward took time off from his role
as commonwealth attorney in late
September for personal reasons.
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Regent at
MSU buys
Paducah
law school
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
A member of Murray State
University's Board of Regents
is the new majority owner in a
western Kentucky law school.
Murray State University
Regent
Dr.
Laxmaiah
Manchikanti is
the new owner
the
of
American
Justice School
of Law in
Paducah after
U.S. District
Judge Thomas
Russell accept- Manchikanti
ed an utter late
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TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times
Cameron Mills, a member of two University of Kentucky championship teams, speaks to a
group gathered at First Christian Church here Sunday on finding fulfillment in Jesus instead of
his championship rings.

FORMER WILDCAT TELLS OF FINDING A
CHAMPION OUTSIDE A CHAMPIONSHIP
Somerset and had felt a calling to the ministry at
By TOMMY DILLARD
the age of 12, decided to reach for his Bible one
Sports Writer
Cameron Mills spent the first 20 years of his night and t'ead a verse he had read countless times
life hunting trophies, and he got the biggest one of before.
But this time, something clicked.
them all as a member of Kentucky's 1996 and
The verse was Philliplans 3:8:"More than that,
1998 National Championship basketball teams.
In 1996, Mills won the title as a reserve who I count all things to be loss in view of the surpassrarely played. When he didn't feel fulfilled, he fig- ing value of knowing Jesus my Lord, for whom I
ured it was because he hadn't directly contributed have suffered the loss of all things, and count them
but rubbish so that I may gain Christ."
to the Cats' championship run.
"I knew it, but I had never heard it," Mills said
But when he won it again in 1998 as an integral
part of then-head coach Tubby Smith's lineup, he of the message. "During my pursuit of the ring,
didn't have any excuses. Fulfillment still didn't Jesus mattered to me, but what Jesus was for me
come and the life he had built around personal was my ticket to heaven. The pursuit was lord of
my life, not Jesus."
glory began to fall apart.
After graduating from Kentucky. Mills foundMills, who is still Kentucky's all-time leader in
three -point percentage for a season(53.2 percent) ed Cameron Mills Ministries, through which he
and for a career (47.4 percent), made an appear- conducts a basketball camp and speaks to schools,
ance in Murray Sunday night, speaking to and churches and youth groups. He also speaks on
mingling with a crowd gathered at First Christian behalf of Compassion International, one of the
Church. He talked about his faith, his playing days nation's largest Christian child sponsorship organat Kentucky and what happened when the founda- izations.
Mills' primary purpose in Murray was to talk
tion he'd built his life upon suddenly proved
about his faith, but he was able to tie in a little
shaky.
"I had the ring and it didn't matter to me, and I Kentucky basketball in his testimony, comparing
didn't understand why it didn't matter to me when knowing Jesus and knowing of Jesus to knowing
I had worked my life towards it since I was Rick Pitino, Tubby Smith and Billy Gillispie to
seven," Mills said. "I took it off and walked knowing of them.
around depressed for a couple of weeks."
Mills, who was raised in the church in

SPACE HAVEN
Indoor Mini Storages

OPENING FEB. 25TH
*5 First Month Rent for First 25 Renters
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Manchikanti owner and dismissed the lawsuit against the
three previous owners.
The situation, though, doesn't appear to be a conflict,
according to MSU officials.
"There is nothing that we are
aware of as far as a state statute
nor policy of the board that
,;vould hinder Dr. Manchikanti
from doing this," said Catherine
Sivills, assistant vice president
for
institutional
advancement/communications,
speaking for University attorney
John Rall. "Beyond that, if the
board would feel the need to
discuss they could certainly take
that opportunity."
Manchikanti was named a
regent last year.
Manchikanti, who owns and
operates the Pain Management
Center of Paducah, purchased
75 percent shares from former
Paul
dean
and founder
Hendrick, former associate
Dean Jerrod Turner and former
chairman of the board of directors Wayne Shelton Friday,
making him the new owner of
the American Justice School of
Law.
'I'm always interested in
education and helping people
who cannot afford to go to
school because i was in that
position at one time myself,'
Manchikanti told WPSD News
Channel 6 last night, "so
whether it is law, medicine, or
any type of school that is important, and this opportunity came,
and I got involved.'
Dr. Manchikanti was not
available for comment this
morning.
Former board chair Tom
Osborne maintains his 20 percent share and two others own
the remaining shares.
The lawsuit against the three
administrators was filed in
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Murray Polkas Department
-A theft was roomier" to the police department Wednesday at 5.31
pm
-A then was reported to the poiir-e department Thursday at 1010
•m
-A theft was reported at 1621 Locust St at 1 41 pm
-A gas drive-oft was reported at Every Day Crtgo at 4.24 pm
-A theft was reported at Embassy Apartment B-1 at 6.30 p.m
Murray State University Ponce
-A sutarict reported to Pubic Safety Friday at 3 11 p m. they had
unwanted sexual contact by an acquaintance at Richmond College
-A subpect reported to Public Safety that their MSU parking decal
had been stolen at 3 33 p m A report of then by unlawful taking
under 1300 was taken
-A caller from College Courts reported Tuesday at 702 p m that
someone had cut wires under the hood of their vehicle A report for
third degree criminal mischief was taken.
-Racer Patrol reported the smell of gas on the east side of Elizabeth
College Wednesday at 5:34 p.m A gas leak was located on the
northeast side of the building Murray Gas Company repaired the
leak
-A citation was issued to Darrell J Smith of Calvert City Thursday at
2 06 p m after an investigation revealed he had reported his parking decal lost in order to obtain another He had filed an affidavit
stating the permit was lost in order to obtain the second permit The
original permit had been given to an acquaintance
-A report was Ned at Public Safety at 2 18 p.m for theft of text
books
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
-A brush tire was reported on Highway 464 and the Van Cleave area
Monday at 12:20 am
-A subpect was bit by a dog on Dodson Avenue Wednesday at 10 21
am
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on 94 East and East Y
Drive at 6 03 p m
-A caller reported someone was trying to break in their back door at
7 44 pm
--A caller on Radio Road reported Thursday at 7 35 a.m. that someone had cut the chain on their 4-wheeler
-A theft was reported on Rolling Acres Lane at 9 51 a.m
-A gas drive-off was reported at 5.24 p m
Marshall County Sheriff's Dociartmont
-Deputy Nathan Maxlow stopped a vehicle at the intersection of
Murray Highway and Hilidale Lane Saturday after he observed the
vehicle weaving After conducting an investigation, passenger
Dewayne P Bohannon, 21, of Hardin, was arrested and charged
with possession of marijuana. possession of drug paraphernalia.
prescnptionicontrolled substance not in its original container, third
degree possession of a controlled substance He was lodged in the
Marshall County Detention Center
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

Govt. recalls record lbs. of beef
143 million pounds
of beef came from
Southern California
slaughterhouse

inspection, Food Safety and
Inspection Service has determined them to be unfit for
human food and the company is
conducting a recall," Schafer
said in a statement.
A phone message left for
Steve
president
Westland
Mendell was not returned
Sunday.
Agriculture officials said the
massive recall surpasses a 1999
ban of 35 million pounds of
ready-to-eat meats. No illnesses
have been linked to the newly
recalled meat, and officials said
the health threat was likely
small.
Officials estimate that about
37 million pounds of the
recalled beef went to school programs, but they believe most of
the meat probably has already
been eaten.
"We don't know how much
prok:uct is out there right now.
We don't think there is a health
hazard, but we do have to take
this action,- said Dr. Dick
USDA
Raymond,
Undersecretary for Food Safety.
Federal officials suspended
at
operations
Westland/Hallmark after an
undercover video from the
Humane Society of the United
surfaced showing cripThe Department of Cnminal States
RICHMOND. Ky. — Law procedures, vehicle operations,
sick animals being
and
pled
is a state agency
enforcement officers from 15 firearms, investigations, first Justice Training
shoved with forklifts.
Kentucky
Eastern
on
located
ori
procedures,
agencies across the state, includ- aid/('PR. patrol
Two fanner employees were
Police entation for new law enforce- University's campus. The
Murray
the
ing
charged Friday. Five felony
the
by
accredited
.
is
agency
of
mechanics
and
families,
ment
Department, recently graduated
Commission on Accreditation counts of animal cruelty and
from basic training at the arrest, restraint and control.
rs were filed
Basic training is mandatory for Law Enforcement Agencies three misdemeano
of
Department
Kentucky
to against a pen manager. *Three
nation
the
in
first
the
was
and
t
enforcemen
law
Kentucky
for
Cn m nal Justice Training.
under CALEA's misdemeanor counts — illegal
Caleb C. Curtner represented officers who are required to be accredited
program movement of a non-ambulatory
training
comply with the state's Peace public safety
Murray Police Department.
animal — were filed against an
.
designation
Standards
l
Professiona
Officer
The 25 officers of Class 389
employee who worked under
also
academy
the
2006,
In
of
completed III weeks of training. Act of 1998. The Department
that manager. Both were fired.
enforcelaw
first
the
became
which consisted of more than Criminal Justkx 11,aining prothe
in
academy
Authorities said the video
ment training
750 hours. recruit-level-officer vides basic training for city and
CALEA
a
as
named
workers kicking, shockbe
to
nation
showed
sheriffs'
officers,
police
county
academy instruction. Major
agency.
ing and otherwise abusing
training areas included home- deputies, university police, air- flagship
"downer" animals that were
land security, law offenses and port police and others.
apparently too sick or injured to
walk into the slaughterhouse.
Some animals had water forced
down their throats, San
Bernardino County prosecutor
Michael Ramos said.
No charges have been filed
against Westland, but an investigation by federal authorities
continues.
About 150 school distncts
LOS ANGELES(AP) — An
undercover video showing crippled and sick animals being
shoved with forklifts has led to
the largest beef recall in the
United States and a scramble to
find out if any of the meat is still
destined for school children's
lunches
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture on Sunday ordered
the recall of 143 million pounds
of beef from a Southern
California slaughterhouse that is
the subject of an animal-abuse
vestigatMn.
The recall will affect beef
products dating to Feb. I. 2006,
that came from Chino-based
Westland/Hallmark Meat Co.,
the federal agency said. The
company provided meat to various federal programs.
Secretary of Agriculture Ed
Schafer said his department has
evidence that Westland did not
routinely contact its veterinarian
when cattle became non-ambulatory after passing inspection.
violating health regulations.
"Because the cattle did not
receive complete and proper
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In a file
Meat Packing Go, Wednesday, Jan. 30, in Chino, Calif. The
U.S Department of Agriculture on Sunday ordered the recall
of 143 million pounds of beef from Westland/Hallmark Meat
Co that is the subject of an animal-abuse investigation.
around the nation have stopped
using ground beef from
Hallmark Meat Packing Co.,
which is associated with
Westland. Two fast-food chains,
Jack-In-the-Box and In-N-Out,
said they would not use beef
from Westland/Hallmark.
Most of the beef was sent to
distribution centers in bulk
packages. The USDA said it will
work with distributors to determine how much meat remains.
Federal regulations call for
keeping downed cattle out of the
food supply because they may
pose a higher risk of contamination from E. coli, salmonella or
mad cow disease since they typically wallow in feces and their
immune systems are often weak.
Upon learning about the
recall, some legislators criticized the USDA,saying the federal agency should conduct
more thorough inspections to
ensure tainted beef doesn't get
to the public.
"Today marks the largest

beef recall in U.S. history, and it
involves the national school
lunch program and other federal
food and nutrition programs,"
said U.S. Sen. Tom Harkin,
chairman of the Chairman of the
on
Committee
Senate
Agriculture. Nutrition and
Forestry. -This begs the question: How much longer will we
continue to test our luck with
weak enforcement of federal
food safety regulations?"
also
groups
Advocacy
weighed in, noting the problems
at Westland wouldn't have been
revealed had it not been for animal right activists.
"On the one hand. I'm glad
that the recall is taking place. On
the other, it's somewhat disturb,
ing, given that obviously much
of this food has already been
eaten," said Jean Halloran,
director of food policy initia:
tives at Consumers Union. "It's
really closing the barn door after
the cows left."
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From Front
Mills' family

FINAL MARKDOWN
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TerniCrier
NOTICE
• The Task Force on
Developing Murray State's
at
Campus
Extended
Paducah will meet today at
4 30 p m at the Crisp Center,
Room 76 Agenda items
include possible models for
service and work plans for the
task force
• The Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board will meet
tonight at 7 in the Chamber of
Commerce conference room
Directors reports and committee reports are on the agenda
• The Calloway County
Property Protection Board will
meet tonight at 7 in the courthouse conference room.
Agenda items include the
appointment of a chairman
and organizational issues
•The Murray Main Street
Board of Directors will meet
Tuesday at 8 a m in the
Robed 0 Miller Conference
Center at Maple and 4th
Streets
• The MSU Board of
Regents Ad Hoc Policy
Manual Committee will meet
Tuesday at 9 a m in Wells
Hall to discuss revisions to
Sections I and II of the
regents' policy manual
• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet
Tuesday at 5.30 p m at the
Weaks Center. Agenda items
include first arid second readings on budget amendments,
2007 sheriff's statement of
income, bids for road equipment and approval of phone
service contract
MI To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

Lexington the summer after his
seventh-grade year. He started at
a brand new high school, Paul
Laurence Dunbar, and made the
varsity basketball team as a
freshman.
Dunbar High made it to the
finals of the KHSAA Sweet
Sixteen in both his Junior and
senior years, but lost in the
championship game both times.
Mills was recruited by major
Division I schools such as
Georgia, but turned down scholarship offers to walk on at
Kentucky under Pitino.
His father, Terry Mills,
played at Kentucky from 1961471, and Cameron grew up
dreaming of following in his
dad's footsteps as a Wildcat.
"I wanted to wear the same
number he wore, practice on the
same court he played on,- Mills
said.
But his decision to walk on at
UK was also influenced by
something else — the chance to
be a part of a national championship team and get the ring
he'd wanted since he was
young.
"When I graduated high
school. I looked at the program
and saw All-Amencan recruits,
a ton of talent that would be
there when 1 was going to be
there and a coach who had

brought our program back up to
the national spotlight," he said
"I thought, there's going to be a
national championship at thii
program and they'll have to give
me a ring. even if I'm the last
person on the bench."
Mills literally was the Iasi
person on the bench whets
Kentucky beat Syracuse to win
the title in 1996. That Wildcat
team was arguably the most tal:
ented in college basketball history, boasting nine players whi
would eventually play in the
NBA.
Going into the 1996-97 season, the Wildcats lost four players to the NBA, one redshirted
and one transferred. Mills, whi
saw action in just seven games
the year before, played in 31 is
Kentucky's run to the 1991
national championship game.,
where they fell to Arizona.
He played in 38 games his
senior year, 1997-98, and was a
crucial part of Kentucky's
NCAA Tournament run and
eventual national championship
victory over Utah.
Mills immediately became it
legend around the state and
drew national attention as the
Kentucky native who turned
down scholarships elsewhere to
stay and play in the Bluegrass.

II Law school...
From Front
November by Osborne, who
alleged that the threesome mismanaged the school's funds
The accusations preceded the
school's financial trouble that
became apparent in November
after the school was denied

accreditation by the American
Student
Bar Association.
began alleging grade manipula,
lion, transfer refusals and posstrile scholarship reductions
Student enrollment dropped
from 185 to 86
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KentHckylnBrief
Ky. lawmakers consider measures
t tree theft
to preven
RT
Whitaker's heart sank

Ky (AP) — MitCtium
FRANKFO
when he saw what loggers had done to his property. Bulldozer
tracks running to and fro. Freshly sawn stumps left where giant
oaks had towered above the understory. Broken tree tops cluttering the ground.
On the timber market, the 12 trees that were taken from his
Letcher County property were worth an estimated $5,000. To
Whitaker, they were pnceless, especially one that he had often
sat beneath whiling away the hours with his grandfather. father
and later his son .
• We had our initials carved into that tree," Whitaker said.
'When I went up there and saw that tree cut down, it was like
Sticking a knife in you.
Tree thieves have been blamed for stealing timber across the
country, often taking advantage of elderly and absentee
landowners. When confronted, some may claim they didn't realfie they had crossed property lines. In many cases, they've had
-little to fear from prosecutors who may consider the matter a
property dispute. That could be changing in Kentucky.
Lawmakers are considering two bills in the General Assembly
that would make sawing down someone else's trees a felony.
punishable by one to five years in prison.

Honestly, a CD salutes Lincoln as
of his birth nears
bicentennial
E, Tenn. (AP) — Honestly, there's a new album

NASHVILL
saluting Abe Lincoln that could become the soundtrack as next
year's bicentennial of his birth approaches.
• Chris Vallillo's "Abraham Lincoln in Song" is a collection of
nostly Civil War-era songs, including "Dixie" and "Battle Cry of
:Freedom." The target audience? Certainly not the Britney Spears
trowd.
"Lovers of acoustic music, history butts and especially the
:siducational audience," will enjoy the album. said Vallillo, a
Singer-songwriter from Macomb, Ill., who has studied Lincoln's
life and Illinois folk traditions.
; This album probably won't shoot to the top of the Billboard Hot
;100 or dominate radio play. But Mark Summers, a history profeslsor at the University of Kentucky in Lincoln's native state, says
:the project has a place in music.

About 1,100 remain without
in western Ky.
electricity
E, Ky.(AP) — Hundreds of homes remain without

LOUISVILL
power in western Kentucky from storms that brought snow and
ice last week Kenergy says about 1,100 customers were without
power Sunday morning, with about half in Crittenden, Webster
and Union counties. In total, eleven counties in Kenergy's area
have outtages more than five days after the storms.
The electric cooperative has been dealing with melting ice,
making it difficult to return power to some customers.

UK one of 20 finalists in
contest
solar home
N, Ky.(AP) — The task is to build an 800-square-

LEXINGTO
foot house, but there's one major catch. No electricity is allowed.
A team from the University of Kentucky is one of 20 chosen to
compete in next year's Solar Decathlon, a prestigious contest
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy.
Students are required to build a home that not only runs
entirely on solar energy but also is mobile — able to be transported to the National Mall in Washington, where they will be judged
in tall 2009.

Greg Luhan, an associate dean for research at UK's College
of Design who is among three faculty members leading the effort,
said the university's entry could potentially involve hundreds of
students from six colleges and 16 departments.

Photo provided

joined in the House chamuer by members
LEADERSHIP MURRAY VISIT TO FRANKFORT: Rep. Melvin Henley, D-Murray. is
7
Feb.
of Leadership Murray, who visited the Capitol in Frankfort on

Tornadoes strike South Midwest deals with more ice
PitATTVELLE, Ala.(AP) Rescue crews searched door-todoor for people trapped in
wreckage after a tornado
crashed through town, part of a
wild weekend of weather that
also included rain, snow and
flooding in the Midwest.
No fatalities were immediately reported in Prattville, outside Montgomery, but two people were critically injured, said
Fire Department official Dallis
Johnson.
Twenty-seven people had
minor injuries, officials said.
About 200' homes were damaged or destroyed. A curfew
began as darkness fell Sunday.
A 35-bed mobile hospital
unit was set up outside a Kmart
to treat victims with minor to
moderate injuries so that hospitals could take those with serious injuries, Dr. Steve Allen
said.
Toppled utility, poles and
storm debris littered the area.
Shelters opened at churches, and
school buses shuttled storm victims out of the stricken area to
thesity center.
Sitiottpe, IS. assistant
manager at Palm Beach Tan.
said he and a co-worker barely

AP
Lindsey Nichols walks through the remains of her house after
severe storms and a tornado damaged parts of Prattville, Ala.
Sunday. Severe weather howled through much of the nation
Sunday, producing damaging tornadoes in the South that
injured nearly 30 people and treating winter-weary parts of
the Midwest to freezing rain, snow and flooding.
made it into a laundry room shield cracked by debris and the
before the roof fell in and the other windows shattered.
About 9,000 homes and busiwind tossed shopping carts aloft.
"Soon as we turned the cor- nesses lost power in Prattville.
ner, the roof collapsed every- The tornado was,part of storms
wbtte except the1aundry'room," that swept across. the South.
Shoupe said, standing beside his damaging homes elsewhere in
car, which had its front wind- Alabama and in the Florida

Special Guest Speaker
Jason S. Moore

RACEWAY
AUTO SALES

Nutritional Cellular Microscopist
Health and Wellness Expert
RAWVOYAGETM — A NATURAL EXPEDITIONT" — Live Event!!:

Corner of 4th & Poplar Streets • Murray • 270-753-9586

99 Dodge Neon. Red
97 Buick Century. Local Owned
94 Ford Ranger K-Cab Auto. V-6
'85 Pontiac Fiero Red. Sharp
99 Jeep Cherokee. 4x4
97 Pontiac Suntire. Nice
98 Ford Taurus V-6
98 Ford Windstar Van
93 Mercury Cougar. Dependable

Panhandle.
A tornado destroyed four
homes in.Escambia County, Ha.
Abou1060 other homes, businesses and storage buildings were
damaged to varying degrees,
said county spokeswoman
Sonya Daniel.
Residents hustled to clew
debris, cover broken windows
and spread tarpaulins On roofs.
"I expected to hear the roof blow
off as bad as that wind was
blowing," Willie Chastang, 58,
told the Pensacola News
Journal.
Across the border ía
Escambia County, Ala., two
houses were destroyed by a posin rural Dixie, the
•sible tornado
Weather Service said.
The storm damaged some
structures in Covington County,
Ala., and toppled trees, said
Jeremie Shaffer, assistant director of the county emergency
management agency.
Freezing rain and snow fell
across the southern two4hirds of
Wisconsin, still weary from a
major snowstorm that stranded
hundreds of motorists Ad
snarled travel for ditYs. • •'
NiurierWtis dashil eie:4
reported.

$2,900
$2,700
$2,950
$2,500
$4,200
$2,450
S2,500
$2,750
$1,375

LIVE SEMINAR:
hing the "foundaThis interactive seminar is a conversation between participants distinguis
), the prin(alkalizing
pH
balancing
of
result
the
as
vitality,
fitness,
health.,
about
tional truth"
principles
new
g
introducin
and
place,
in
disease"
and
ciples and habits that hold "sickness
ongoingly!
and habits for generating health, fitness, and vitality consistently and
Included:
Catering with delicious raw gourmet alkalizing food!
NUTRITIONAL CELLULAR ANALYSISTM:
the value invested. It is
The Nutritional CeHular Analysis(NCA)is very powerful and worth
cellular integrity that
monitoring
of
an effective education and mentoring tool for the purpose
"a visual snapshot"
providing
blood,
client's
a
in
n
informatio
qualitative
works by observing
thinking as well as
and
eating
living,
been
have
of where the client is now based on how they
action they are on. The
of
path
the
on
stay
client
the
should
future"
probable,
e,
a "predictabl
s in making their
information gained through these two demonstrations may assist individual
achieve optimal health, fitness,
own personal choices about how to manage their lifestyle to
and performance. Please see attachment for more information.
Included:
Digital photos of the client's blood
SEMINAR:
appointment at the seminar)
$79 per person (will be applied to Microscopy fee if registered
MICROSCOPY:
$179 per person (seminar included)
DineAlkalineTM - Raw Food Adventure"' RAW FOOD CLASS:
Education in the process of alkalizing your kitchen and lifestyle:
should keep or dump out of
In this class you will learn which foods harm and heal, what you
recommend how to shop
will
We
foods.
new
prepare
to
how
your pantry and refrigerator and
and accessories; and show you
utensils,
,
appliances
kitchen
best
the
d
recommen
groceries;
for
preparation, leaving you inspired and
how to use them effectively as we demonstrate meal
empowered to live a raw alkaline lifestyle.

93 Jeep Cherokee

$2,000

79 Ford LTD 1 Owner

$1,375

Saturday, February 23, 2008

$1,800
$3,700

Hosted by Tracey Bethune at 1 p.m.
At The Paris Civic Center

95 Plymouth Acclaim. V-6
94 GMC K-Cab Truck

PineAlkaline Bi EQ9s1 claM
5129 per person

ion and payments
Please contact Jason Moore for more informat

407-687-2814 and DineAlkaline@gmail.com
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Obituaries
Mrs. Hilda Ann Lawson Patterson

Mrs. Clara M. Jankos

A graveside service for Mrs. Hilda Ann Lawson Patterson was
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. John Dale officiated. Pallbearers were W.T. Patterson, Burton Young, Darrel
Mitchell, Glenn Outland. Joe Thompson and Gary Price.
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made to www.imes-miller.com.
Mrs. Patterson. 86, Hazel, died Friday. Feb. 15.2008 at 1:15 p.m.
Bruce R. Rodney
Creek Health Care.
. /1.4 graveside service for Bruce R. Fortney was today(Monday)at at Spring
Miller School and graduated from New Concord
attended
She
scheduled.
II a.m. at the Elm Grove Cemetery. No visitation was
was a member of Hazel Church of Christ. She was
She
School.
High
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of
to Randall Patterson, former Calloway
local arrangements. Expressions of sympathy may be married Nov. 28. 1940,
of Dees Bank of Hazel, who died
president
and
Clerk
Court
County
St.,
Hope
11._,....... made to Siuirise Children's Service, 300
she was the daughter of the late
1921,
2,
May
Born
2005.
25.
Dec.
-----. P.O. Box 1429, Mt. Washington, KY 40047 or
William Loyd Lawson and Hilda Alice Parker Lawson.
Pleasant Prairie Baptist Church.
Survivors include three sons, Dr. Randy Patterson. Jackson.
Mr. Fortney, 46, Kenosha. Wis. died Wednesday,
Patterson and wife. Sharon. Atlanta, Ga., and
Feb. 13. 2008 at Froedtert Memorial Lutheran Hospital, Milwaukee, Miss.. L.W. (Dub)
wife, Diane, Murray; two grandchildren. Alice
and
Patterson
Harry
during
Midway
USS
the
on
served
he
Wis. A Navy veteran,
Jordan Patterson, Murray: several cousins and
and
Atlanta,
Lee,
'Ali
scale
Operation Desert Storm as a calibration engineer. He was a
technician with Milwaukee Fairbanks Scale Center for 19 years and cousins-in-law.
was a member of Pleasant Prairie Baptist Church. He was born Aug
Joe Garrett Coffey
3..1961 in Kenosha. Wis.
Joe Garrett Coffey, 22, Bernal Avenue, Hickman, died Friday,
Survivors include his parents. Robert and Uva Nell Lassiter
IS. 2008, at 12:40 a.m. in Murray. His death was from injuries
Feb.
and
Fonney
David
Charles
Fortney of Racine. Wis.; one brother.
wife, Connie, Bowling Green; two sisters. Edna Dianne Vera, San sustained in a traffic accident.
A student at Murray State University, he was a member of Pi
Antonio, Texas and Teni Lyn Jones and husband. Tim. Temecula.
Alpha fraternity. He was a member of First Baptist Church,
Kappa
nieces.
two
and
Fonney
Calif.; two nephews. Stephen and Casey
Hickman. and worked with the family business, Coffey
Holly and April Jones.
lie is preceded in death by his maternal grandparents. Toy and Construction, Hickman. He was born Feb. 27. 1985, in Union City.
Edna Lassiter and his paternal grandparents. Charles and Fannie Tenn. Preceding him in death were his grandparents. Harold and Sue
Coffey and Joe Campbell.
fortney. all Kentucky natives.
Survivors include his parents. James and Carla Campbell Coffey.
and one brother, Ben Coffey, all of Hickman; one niece, Briley
Carl J. Mack
Tenn.; grandmother. Pat Campbell. Fulton.
rhe funeral for Carl .1 Mack will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the Coffey. Union City,
Sunday at 2 p.m. at First Baptist Church.
was
funeral
'The
Evans
chapel of 1.1i. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry
Hickman. Revs. Tom Quimby and Henry Callison officiated. Active
will officiate. Todd Walker will lead congregational singing.
Will Rice, Patrick
Pallbearers will be Ryan. Ban and Trevor Mack pallbearers were Hal Coffey, Jacob McKinnis,
Lanus and Alex
Ben
Busby,
Cory
Somerfield,
Garrett
Hayden.
and Paul. Adam and Scott Holt, active; John and
Jones, J.C. Robinson.
Marsha Dale. Garry Evans, Tommy and Peggy Mudd. Honorary pallbearers were Darrin
Jared Warner,
Carraway. Jim Lawson, Jim Nix, Gene McDougal. Aaron Querternious, Justin and Nathan Campbell,
and David
Poynor
C.H.
Taylor,
Josh
Kirk.
Davis
Coffey,
Brenna
Charles Olree. Tara Evans. Gene Paul King and Steve
Alpha fraternity. Burial was in the
Brodsky. honorary. Entombment will follow in the Murray Langford, members of Pi Kappa
Hickman City Cemetery with arrangements by Strong Funeral
Memorial Gardens Mausoleum.
X'isitarion will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today Home. Hickman.
i ?should) i
Mr Slack. 86. Glendale Road. Murray. died Friday. Feb. IS.
2i arx-: .ii 7:1)5 p m. at his home, Glendale Place.
A retired steel worker and crane operator for Crucible Steel Co.
in Midland tor t7 years, he was a member of Glendale Road Church Mrs. Jane M. Blair
The funeral for Mrs. Jane M. Blair was today (Monday) at 10
of Christ Ile ssdS a veteran of World War II. Born April 8. 1921, in
at St. Leo Catholic Church. Fr. Mike Williams officiated.
a.m.
Verda
and
Mack
Carl
late
the
of
son
the
was
he
Va.,
Vi.
Wheeling.
•
Burial was in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Ccilirs Vihealdon Mack.
Blalock-Coleman and York Funeral Horne was
SW% IS iir% include his wife. Mts. Macialyn Rawlings Mack. to
in charge of arrangements. Online condolences
cs horn he was !named Sept. 19. 1941, in Last Liverpool, Ohio; three
may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
um.. Cal I) Mack and wife. Glenda, Gilbertsville. Keith D. Mack
Mrs. Blair, 77. Farmington. died Friday, Feb.
and wife. Pam. Huntssille. Ala.. and Kevin W. Mack and wife. Kay,
2008. at 5:10 a.m. at the Arbor Place, Clinton.
15,
Ohio;
Dale.
husband,
and
Benton. one sister. Emma Belle Gillespie
kit
She was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church
t MC brother. Paul Mack. Tampa. Ha., nine grandchildren: seven
and the Legion of Mary.
peat-grandchildren
Preceding her in death was her husband.
Tommy Blair; three brothers, Paul James, Luttie
Roger Eldridge
Arthur Brown. and Cecil Alcus Brown; one grandNo sets ices are scheduled for Roger Eldndge. Imes-Miller
Charles Alexander Elkins. Born Oct. 16, 1930,
son.
l• inletal Millie was in charge ot arrangements. Online condolences
Mir
in Mt. Cannel, III., she was the daughter of the late
ma)be made to www iniesmiller.com
Foster Brown.
Mr Eldridge. 46, Paducah, formerly of Murray, died Friday. Feb. LAnie Alcus Brown and Trunie Mae
Survivors include two dousing's. Lynn Elkins and husband
,at'1231 p.m. at Oakview Nursing & Rehabilitation.
I. 2914
and Janet McKinney and husband Wayne.
Preceding him in death were his parents. Clarence Nelson Eldridge Chides Ray. Farmington.
Frances Cardinal and Annie Mae King.
Mary
sisters.
two
Eddyville.;
Nelson
Charles
brother.
one
and
Eldndge.
Duncan
Staye
and Ruby
three grandchildren. Tommy Dowdy, John
Ind.;
Vincennes.
of
both
1411k Ii Eldridge
one step grandson. Jimmy Ray
Surcisors include inc son. Bradley I/ale Eldridge. Texas; one Latham and Joseph Melton Latham:
great-grandchildren, Ashley Nicole
five
Tammy;
wife.
and
Elkins
three
and
Reese.
Vicki
one
sister.
Eldndge.
Wayne
; brother. R hard
Kayla Eserill and Enca and Zachary
nephews. liaryl Eldridge and wife. Genice. and Jason Bogard and and Brandon Thomas Dowdy.
; de. Jennifer. all of Murray and Jeffrey Eldridge. Almo: two nieces. John Latham.
riii I 1.1ridvi• 11urra%. and Brandi Imo.. Indiana.

Mrs Clara M. Jankos, 94, Murray, died Enday, Feb. IS, 2008, at
8:25 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. She was born March 25,
1913. in Inkster. Mich. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made to
www.yorkfuneralhome.com
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Visitors stop at a makeshift shrine on Northern Illinois
University campus Saturday in DeKalb, Ill. On Thursday,
Steven Kazmierczak. armed with three handguns and a shotgun, opened fire on a geology class He killed five students
before committing suicide

Families prepare to lay
victims of Northern Illinois
University shootings to rest

CICERO. III. (AP) —
Catalina Garcia, the youngest of
four children, was studying to be
a teacher. Now, her family is
preparing to lay her to rest.
Garcia. 20. was one of five
young people slain last week at
Northern Illinois University by a
gunman whose girlfriend said he
recently stopped taking his antidepressants.
At a memorial service for
Garcia on Sunday, hundreds of
friends, family and well wishers
filled a suburban Chicago funeral home to pay their respects.
One young woman wore a
homemade, pink and white Tshirt that read. "R.I.P. Cathy."
"It's like the all-American
dream cut short." said her lb-other, Jaime Garcia. .
Her funeral was set for today.
The tragedy hung over
Sunday church services throughout the region. from the university's home in DeKalb on
Chicago's western exurban
edge, to Elk Grove Village.
where the gunman grew up, to
blue-collar Cicero boederifig
Chicago.
Investigators still haven't
determined what set off 27-yearSteven
shooter
old
Kazmierczak, who opener.' fire
during a science lecture with a
shotgun and pistols. then committed suicide.
Kazmierczak grew up northMrs. Martha loses
west of Chicago, in Elk Grove
The funeral for Mrs. Martha Jones will be today (Monday) at I Village, and played saxophone
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Brett Miles in the school band. He spent
will officiate. Music will be by Robert Houston and Sharon time in a mental health center in
Pierceall. Pallbearers will be Ralph Duncan. Terry Byerly, J.C. his late teens, and police have
Barnett. Ron Foster. George Ligon and Johnny McDougal. Burial said without elaboration that he
will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation is now at the had stopped taking some kind of
funeral home.
medication in the days or weeks
Mrs. Jones. 78. Murray. died Thursday. Feb. 14. 2008. at 12:20 before the shooting.
Murray
the
from
Retired
Hospital.
County
a m. at Murray-Calloway
His girlfriend, Jessica Baty.
Electric System, she was a member of Northside Baptist Church.
told CNN on Sunday that he had
Preceding her in death were her husband. Bro. Jack Jones, longstopped taking an antidepressant
time Baptist minister, who died June 27, NM. Born July 11. 1929,
about three weeks ago because
in Long Beach, Calif.. she was the daughter of the late Alvin
made him feel like a zomOutland and Zora Calhoon Outland. Two brothers. Herman and -it
bie."
death.
in
Raymond Outland, also preceded her
She said he called her early
Survivors include two sons, David T. Jones and wife, Melissa,
of
Heidelberg. Germany. and Jerry P. Jones and wife. Becky. Mayfield; on Valentine's Day. the day
goodbye.
say
to
shooting.
the
Tom.
husband.
and
Dulley
six grandchildren. C'athenne Jones
Sumter. S.C.. Caroline Jones. Murray. Matthew and Rachel Jones. "He told me not to forget about
him." she told CNN.
Mayfield. and Andrew and Ellie Jones, Heidelberg, Germany.
The day of the shooting or the
day after. Baty received a package from Kazmierczak containing two textbooks, a cell phone
SIOCK MARKET RETORT and what she characterized as a
"goodbye note."
"You've done so much for
me," the note said, according to
Baty. "You will make an excellent psychologist and social
worker someday." Another
package contained a gun holster
and ammunition.
Baty described an on-off rela-

Paid Obituaries

Adams Tax &
Small Business Services
Debra Adams CPA

731-247-5225 • 270-925-0116
djadamsOlOwk.net

tionship to CNN and said she
and Kazmierczak most recently
had been living together. "I still
love him," she told CNN.
Residents of Elk Grove
Village seemed to feel a sense of
disbelief and confusion over the
attack that thrust their community into the news, said the Rev.
Hwa Young Chong at the Prince
of Peace United Methodist
Church.
"I couldn't believe coming
from a place like Elk Grove he
could do that," said Judy
Glomski. "It's just a friendly
town. I guess there are sick people everywhere."
Kazmierczak was studying
sociology at NIU. He transferred
three semesters ago to the more
prestigious University of Illinois
in Champaign. Most students
and professors on both campuses remembered him as a promising student.
Yet he began assembling an
arsenal in August, buying a shotgun and three menacing handguns from a small Champaign
gun shop. He added Oversized
ammunition clips in an Internet
purchase from the same dealer
that sold the Virginia Tech gunman a weapon.
Kazmierczak had also begun
the long process of having his
arms blanketed with disturbing
tattoos, including a skull pierced
by a knife, a pentagram and a
macabre character from the
"Saw" horror movies, superimposed on images of bleeding
slashes across his forearm.
In addition to Garcia, the
dead were Daniel Pannenter, 20.
of Westchester, III., Ryanne
Mace, 19, of Carpentersville,
III., Julianna Gehant, 32, of
Mendota. III., and Gayle
eralsowski, 20, last of Carol
Stream, III.
Parmenter. whose funeral is
set for Tuesday, stood taller than
6 feet and played rugby and
football. He also was quiet, studious and introspective. recalled
Joe Morgan. who served as his
confirmation mentor.
"He was a big kid who was
gentle." Morgan said.
At First Baptist Church in
passed
DeKalb, members
pinned-on red ribbons for a
morning service Sunday. The
Rev. Joe Sanders prayed for the
NIU community and the victims' families and asked God lc
help Kazmierczak's family cope
with the attack and their own
grief of losing a son: "We want
God to be merciful and gracious
to them."
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Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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Need Line lists items needed
to fill baskets for clients

Ladiesof thelaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club canceled bridge
play on Feb. 13 because of
Inclement weather.
Regularly scheduled bridge
will be held Wednesday at
9:30 a.m. at the club.
Janet Kirk, 753-7418, will
serve as hostess and ladies are
asked to call Kirk at 753-7418
to sign up for play on Wednesday.

Need Line has issued a new list of items
needed to replenish the pantry for the
clients. They are salmon, tuna,cereal, greens,
Sauerkraut, spaghetti sauce, and Boost or
Ensure (this is a nutritional drink for our
cancer clients) for the pantry; eggs and
bread for freezer/cooler; dish liquid, she
4, 5, 6 diapers and Pull Ups, and toilet
paper for personal hygiene and cleaning
supplies; and large brown paper bags.
These items may be taken to the Need
Jo's
building at 638 South Fourth St.,
Datebook Line
By Jo Burkeen Murray, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For information call
Community
753-6333.
Editor

Henges
completes
basic training

WOW Lodge 138 will meet
Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 will meet Tuesday at 6
p.m. at Ryan's Steakhouse. The theme is a dinner and a movie
and "Join Hands Day Planning."

CCHS Alumni to meet
The Alumni & Associates of Calloway County Schools will
meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. All members and interested persons are urged to attend. For information call Laura
Lee Winchester at 227-3441.

Coalition for Clean Air Tuesday
Coalition for Clean Air Murray will meet Tuesday at 11:30
a.m. at Tom's Grille. For information contact Judy Lyle at
809-3809 or e-mail Judytyle@murrayState.edu

Murray Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room.

Counselor to be at CCHS
Carolyn Halbleib, an admissions counselor at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, will be at Calloway County
High School on Wednesday from 9:40 to 10:20 a.m. to discuss with prospective students the opportunities offered at
W KU.

Senior .citizens plan breakfast
South Marshall Senior Citizens will serve a Country Ham
Breakfast Tuesday from 6 to 9 p.m, at the Hardin community building.

UDC Chapter plans meeting
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J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy will meet Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. Sid Easley, local attorney, will
be the speaker. For information call 435-4130.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For information
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 753-9127.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. This
will be at half price for the month of February. Funds from
the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Health Express lists stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer lipid profiles and blood pressure checks on Wednesday
from 6 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. at Wal-Mart. Murray, and Friday from 6:30 to 11 a.m. at Hazel Baptist Church,
Hazel.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. 1 1 1 North Fifth St.. Murray. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at
753-9080 or 227-4625.

Weather spotting class tonight
The National Weather Service will conduct a Basic SKYWARN weather-spotting class in room 146 of the Collins Industry & Technology Center at Murray State University Monday
at 6:30 p.m. The class is free and advanced registration is not
required. For information call at 293-0068.

Marine Corps Pvt. Jack D.
Heriges, son of Paula K. and
Jimmy D. Heriges of Murray,
Ky., recently completed 12
weeks of basic training at
Marine Corps Recruit Depot,
_Parris Island, S. C. It is designed
to challenge new Marine
Photo provided
Pictured, front row, from left, are LaShae Brown, senior co-captain; Courtney Billington, sen- recruits both physically and
ior captain; Catherine Crass, senior co-captain; Kara Bym Dowdy, coach; back row, from left, mentally.
Heriges and fellow recruits
Claire Barnett, sophomore; Chelsea Campbell, junior; Alexis Lowdermilk, junior; Lauren
began their training at 5 a.
Bierbaum, freshman; and Hannah Cochran, sophomore.
m., by running three miles and
performing calisthenics. In
addition to the physical conditioning program,
Heriges
spent numerous hours in classroom and field assignments
which included learning first
aid, uniform regulations, combat water survival, marksmanThe MHS Dance Team Dance coach, said for the girls' the nation. "I am pleased that
ship, hand-to-hand combat and
received two "Top 40" supe- first year at the National Dance the MHS Golden Girls are now
nor plaques from the Nation- Team Championship they per- a part of such an elite group assorted weapons training. They
performed close order drill and
al Dance Team Championship formed extremely well.
of dance teams. We have begun operated as a small infantry
in Orlando, Fla. They were rec"I could not be more proud a new tradition, and it will be unit
during field training.
ognized for earning -Top 40" of how they performed, as well our goal to compete in the
The recruits also received
in the small varsity hip hop as how they represented the NDTC every year."
instruction on the Marine Corps'
division and "'Top 45" in the Murray
community."
she
To view clips of the rou- core values--honor, courage and
small varsity-porn division. The said. "Most people do not real- tines visit www.varsity.com and
small team of eight competed ire what a huge achievement click on -Varsity Wired" for commitment, and what the core
values mean in guiding peragainst a total of 125 small it is to perform in the NDTC. the high school division of the
sonal
and professional conduct.
varsity teams, all of whom teams may earn bids, but sev- National Dance Team ChamHeriges and fellow recruits
earned invitations to compete eral of those teams do not pionship. The MHS Dance
in the National Dance Team actually put forth the amount Team will continue their suc- ended the training phase with
The Crucible, a 54-hour, team
Championship, the largest dance of effort needed to compete." cessful competition season at
evolution culminating in an
competition in the world.
Dowdy said the MHS team state on March 8.
emotional ceremony in which
Kara Byrrr Dowdy, MHS competed against the best in
recruits are presented the
Marine Corps Emblem, and
addressed as "Marines" for the
first time in their careers.
The Calloway County Chap- ner.
to 5 p.m.
ter of American Red Cross in
Learn how to identify behavTuesday. April 1, 5 to 9
Murray will be conducting Life- iors of a swimmer, distressed p.m.
guard Training during three, six- swimmer and an active drownWednesday, April 2, 5 to 9
day sessions at Murray State's ing victim.
p.m.
Carr Health Pool. Instructor
Understand the components
Thursday. April 3, 5 to 9
Mike Sykes will be offering of an emergency action plan p.m.
SERVING MURRAY
this training, required of all and how to activate
Unlimited Hourg No Contracts'
Session Ill - April 22
certified lifeguards, designed
Understand the general pro- May 8
to teach the skills and knowl- cedures for an emergency occurTuesday, April 22, 5 to 9
edge needed to prevent and ring in the water
p.m.
respond to aquatic emergenDemonstrate how to per• FREE 247 Technical &gaol
Saturday, April 26, 8 a.m.
• Instant MesSnor`g seep rya
cies.
form equipment-based rescues. to 5 p.m.
b"de,
• 10 e-inat aggresses wen Weaned,
Requirements for particiLearn how to provide first
Tuesday. April 29, 5 to 9
• Oustc., Star Page - news werithe‘ & more'
pants include a minimum age aid and how to care for breath- p.m.
Eragasccsof 15 and complete a pre-test ing and cardiac emergencies.
Thursday. May 1. 5 to 9
Surf up to oX Aysfer! )
the first night:
Learn how to recognize and p.m.
Swim 300 yards continu- care for possible head, neck
Sign Up Online! vevres.locallael.com
Sunday. May 4. 8 a.m. to
ously
.,
or back injuries.
as
5 p.m.
CJII Inds, & s
Starting in the water, swim
This 32-hour training takes
Thursday. May 8, 5 to 9
20 yards using front crawl or place nights and weekends with p.m.
LocoNstP.
breaststroke, surface dive 7 to both classroom and pool trainDue to limited space, inter10 feet, retrieve a 10-pound ing at the Carr Health Build- ested participants must regisobject, return to the surface. ing at Murray State Universi- ter at the Red Cross office at
swim 20 yards back to the ty during the following dates the George Weaks Communistarting point with the object and times:
ty Center, 607 Poplar St., Murand exit the water without
Session II - March 27-April ray, no later than a week before
using a ladder or steps. with- 3
each session begins. The cost
Hickory Woods
in I minute, 40 seconds
Thursday. March 27, 5 to of this course including all
Ftetirement Center
Some of the skills learned 9 p.m.
course materials and certificaHAPPENIN
GS
in this course include:
Saturday. March 29, 8 a.m. tion fees is $150.00.
by Anona Peeler
Understand the value of to 5 p.m.
We started the week off Monday with
behaving in a professional manSunday. March 10. 8 a.m.
"Fnendship Day" We put all the redentis
names in a basket 'flies drew a
lac4
o
which indicated which table they sat at in

Murray High School Golden Girls'
receive top 40 recognition at National
Dance Team Championship in Fla.

Red Cross to offer Lifeguard Training Sessions

Internet

4'9.95*

759-2575

Navy Band concert tonight

Theatres

The United States Navy Band from Washington. D.C., will
present a free concert tonight at 7 in the Murray State University Lovett auditorium. Members of several local high school
bands will join the Navy Band on stage to perform John Phillip
Sousa's Washington Post March. The concert is fee, but tickets are required which may be picked up at the MSU region41 special events center. Any unclaimed seats will be available
to non-ticket holders just prior to concert time. For information call 753-5202, ext. 115.

1005 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THAW FEB,21
moviesinmurray.com
Jumper
PG13 - 7.30 - 9.30

Step Up 2: The Streets

Lodge meeting tonight

PG13- 7:35 - 9:45

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
tneet tonight at the lodge hall for a potluck supper at 6:30
and the meeting at 730. Max Rogers. master, urges all Masons
to attend

Definitely, Maybe
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:50

Fool's Gold
PG13 - 6:55 - 9:20
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

CCHS Council to meet
Calloway County High School Decision Making Council
will have a special called meeting Wednesday at 345 p.m. in
the school media center.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Photo prOsoded

ENTERTAINMENT: Presenting the entertainment at the
January meeting of the Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club were two groups of young actors from
Playhouse in the Park, Box of Frogs and Pail of Tadpoles,
directed by Holly Bloodworth. The department will meet
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house with the program to be
presented by Liz Johnson, soprano, professor of music at
Murray State University. Hostesses will be Kathy Stanfa.
Shirley Jenstrom, Sue Smith. Lilia Murray and Pat Conner

The Spiderwick Chronicles
PG - 6:50 - 9:00
The Eye
PG13 - 9:10

The Bucket List
PG13 - 7-05
A Plrome Home Roscoe Jenkins
14;13 7 10 935
:
:Program Information Call 753 ,: •; :

the dining room for lunch Nobody sat in
their usual table Just because we all live in
the same building doesn't mean we know
the person who lives down a different hall
This certainly made the meal interesting
and fun I think everyone realh enjoyed
getting to know their neighbors a little het.
ter However, everyone was ready to get
beck to their usual seat for the next meal
It's just like at churtlt we are comfortable
tatting in the same pew ever, week
We all voted for our Valentine King and
Queen this week Mr .4rhe Scon and Ms
Ruby SUffill wan voted ow Hickory Woods
Sweethearts for 2008 Ms Pete Neale was
our Queen runner up and Mr. Coy
Hartkastle was ow King runner up We
enjoyed a very nice pony along with some
great chocolate pies We topped off the day
playing sweetheart games and telling love
stones
Juanita Lee has enjoyed having her sort
Wayne Lee, with her this week Wayne
lives in Arkansas Ms Juanita and her husband. Earl had the Earl Lee's Grocery
Store on 94 East several years ago As a
matter of fact. I bought lots of Coca Colas
and candy bars from her as a child
We'd like to wish Jane Henry s very
Happy Btrthdas along with our staff
Sandra Carman and Lana Cannon
Saturday night we enjoyed some great
singing with "For Heaven's Sake" We all
really enjoyed it and appreciate them
spending then Saturday night with us It
was certainly a nice was to wind down the
week
the limb or feels U. home
bur we tome close
04 Utterback Rd • Murray. Ky
Phone.(MI /5441710 • l000-231-5014
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NATIONAL FFA WEEK
FEBRUARY 16-23, 2008
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The following FFA members attended the Kentucky FFA Leadership Training Center this past
June as they prepared for the upcoming school year and FFA activities. Members attending
were Clint McCoy, Katlyn Barrow. Grant Barrow, Kelsey Watson. Rachel Talent, Patrick Wyatt,
Stephanie Seay, Jesse Pritchett, Josh Stewart, Andrew Coles, Cassie Hendon, Will Blackford,
Joseph Kelly, and Garen Lawson (not pictured)
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Pictured are the 2007-2008 Calloway County FFA Senior Chapter Officers. left to right. Josh
Stewart. Cassie Hendon Kelsey Watson Rachel Talent. Tatum Dale and Patrick Wyatt

OFFICERS BIOGRAPHIES

President Kelsey Watson is the daughter
of Dave and Lesa Watson This past fall she
was selected as a Kentucky voting delegate
at the National FFA Convention in
Indianapolis. Indiana
After graduation.
Kelsey plans to major in Spanish and
Agribusiness Economics at Murray State
University
Vice President Rachel Talent was a
member of the 11th place National Nursery
and Landscape Team She is the daughter of
Ron and Connie Talent and plans to attend
Murray Stale University and major in PrePharmacy and Animal Health Technology.
Secretary Cassie Hendon the daughter
of Billy and Barbara Hendon She plans to
attend Murray State University and major in
Agriculture Education Cassie has been the
regional champion in the beef impromptu
speaking contest the past two years

"r4100
-1
Nor

Treasurer Patrick Wyatt was a member of
the regional champion of the Ag Sales contest
while in high school. He plans to attend the
University of Kentucky. and attend law school
upon graduation. Patnck is the son of Scott
and Patrice Wyatt.
Reporter Tatum Dale is the daughter of
Bill and Ellen Dale She plans to attend college and pursue a degree in pharmacy She
says her greatest FFA accomplishment is
qualifying for state in Fruit and Vegetable
Impromptu speaking dunng her junior year of
nigh school
Sentinel Josh Stewart plans to attend
Murray State University after graduation He
is the son of Don and Bonny Stewart
Currently, Josh plans to major in Agriculture
Education His FFA accomplishments have
included the formation of a small beef cattle
operation as his SAE

Photo

Photo provided

Members Allison Jones, Kristen Mikulcik, Samantha Bucy, Ashley Kingins. Cassie Hendon,
Katlyn Barrow. Rebecca Hilman. and Carrie Love wrap lotion for ladies at Fern Terrace Lodge.
While the girls were doing this, the boys were wrapping socks for the male residents at Fern
Terrace This is one of the many service projects that FFA members participate in during the
year

provided

Clay Choate a junior FFA member, is shown working at his family's 500 acre sweet corn farm
arid packaging warehouse This work contributes to his SAE Clay spends much of his summer away from Calloway County while working on the facility in southeast Missouri

Photo provided

Chns Dobbins. Scott Barrett, Ryan Ayres. Joseph Kelly. Josh Stewart. Michael Powers.
Elizabethe Bloem, and Nathan Mornson attempt to out pull their opponents at the FFA
Welcome Picnic held in August at the Murray-Calloway County Park

2007 FFA ACHIEVEMENTS

Photo provided
Sophomore FFA member Ben Walters is pictured with an early patch of dark-fired tobacco
This makes up a portion of his Supervised Agriculture Expenence (SAE) program in southern
Calloway County

The FFA Chapier at Calloway County High
School has been busy achieving great success over
the past several months. The winning started in
March with Calloway County earning more state
qualifiers than any other chapter at the Purchase
Region FFA Speaking Day. The achievements
continued with Calloway County. winning the
MSU FFA held Day for the 2nd .car in a rov, and
the 14th time in school history. This April event
also included the Kentucky Poultry Judging contest of which Calloway County placed 1st and was
declared the state champion.
As summer arrived it was announced that
2007-08 Chapter President Kelsey Watson was
selected to represent Kentucky as a delegate at the
800 National FFA Convention
Kelsey also
placed I .1 in the state in Sheep Impromptu
Speaking
Production
Sheep
and
Entrepreneurship. The Horse Judging Team
placed I st in the state of Kentucky for the 3rd consecutise year, and thy Nursery/Landscape Team
placed 1st at the Kentucky State Fair tor the first
time since the early 1990s All of this success
came to a culmination during the week of(*toiler
23-27 when the Calloway County FFA Chapter
sent 17 students to the National PTA Convention

in Indianapolis. IN. When the week was over
Calloway County had earned national recognition
in each of the following categories
• Horse Judging (Gold Rating) 8th in the
nation Team members: Samantha Huey (14th
high individual. received a $91)scholarship). Will
Blackford. Camille Sharp. and Rochelle
Quertennous
▪ Nursery/Landscape Gold Rating) 11th in the
nation Team members: Rachel Talent. Kristen
Mikulcik, Lauren Harlan. and Jeremy Miller
•Poultry Judging (Silver Rating) Team members.
Cynthia Barnett, Meagan Wyatt, Trent
Murdock. and Garen Lawson
It Sheep Production Entrepreneurship: Kelsey
Watson (Gold Rating)
Out of four categories Calloway County had
earned a Gold Rating in three, and this included a
school hest 8th place finish in a national competition with the Horse Judging team.
It is easy to see that the Calloway County
Chapter is tasting success. The FFA continues to
instill premier leadership. personal growth, and
career success in each of its members: and the
Calloway County Chapter is doing so with great
pnde

COMICS / FEATURES
Romantic feelings cloud
best friends' relationship

Murray Ledger Sr limes

LooklisBack
10 years age
Published is a picture of Gov..
Paul Patton announcing area highway projects along with Freed
turd. Fred Nessler and J.R. Gray,
state representatives, at Kyle-Oakley Airport in Calloway County.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
In high school basketball games,
Murray Tigers lost 70-51 and Lady
Tigers won 68-52 over Marshall
County Marshal teams. High scorers were Hudspeth and Maddox
for the Tigers and Culp and
Lineberry for the Marshals. Calloway County Lakers lost 62-45
to Graves County Eagles with high
scorers being Underhill for Lido
ers and W. Miller for Eagles.
20 years ago
• Published is a picture of Will
Ed Clark, general manager of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association, discussing the season's final regular sale of dark
fired tobacco on the Murray Market with Jesse Jones, Johnny Ford
and Marshall Poyner, growers. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
David Tuck.
; Mr. and Mrs. Troy Bogard will
be married for 50 years Feb. 19.
Births reported include a girl
to Patricia and Ellis Bennett, Feb.
13.
30 years ago
A cold wave gripped a wide
area of the country today following a snowfall that began last
night and continued until early
itoday covering Murray and the
'surrounding area with a new fourinch white blanket.
Births reported include a boy
lip Mr. and Mrs. Mike Penney,
San. 2, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Pail Doron, Jan. 29; a boy to Mr.
ind Mrs. David Earl Gossum, Feb.
it a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Story, Feb. 10.
: 40 years ago

Mundy Tobacco Market held
its final sale on Feb. 16. sold
were a total of 83,356,023 pounds
for 81,483,713.08, according to
011ie Barnett, local market reporter.
Navy Lt. Gerald T. Parker is
serving on the USS Perkins at Subic
Bay, Republic of Philippines. His
wife is the former Brenda Lockhart.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway Lakers lost 63-56 to
Lowes Blue Devils with Darrell
Cleaver high scorer for Lakers;
Murray University Colts lost 5247 to Fulton City with Nelson
Waldrop high scorer for Colts.
• 50 years ago
All Calloway County Schools
are closed again today because of
the icy roads, according to Boron
Jeffrey, superintendent. Murray
Training School is open today. but
two of the bus routes did not run.
In high school basketball games,
New Concord Redbirds lost 6463 to South Marshall Rebels with
high scorers being Willoughby for
the redbirds and York for the
Rebels; Almo Warriors won 5443 over Hazel Lions with high
scorers being Furgerson and Lamb
for Warners and Erwin for Lions.
60 years ago
Arrangements have been made
to move the hospital department
of the Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
Inc. to the Murray Hospital, according to Carmen Graham, hospital
administrator.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. James,
Feb. 9.
In high school basketball games,
New Concord Redbirds won 3421 over Hazel Lions with high
scorers being Thurman for Redbirds and Bailey for Lions; Kirksey Eagles lost 70-27 to Sedalia
Lions with high scorers being
Turner for Eagles and B. Norsworthy for Lions.

DEAR ABBY: I'm an 18-yearold girl Romantic relationships
have never meant much to me.
It's fun. to have someone to go
to art galleries and coffee shops
with, and to make out with in
my car, but I don't have a need
to tie myself down. I have had
a lot of nice
'flings' durhigh
ing
school, but it
was
high
school, and
it's time to
move on.
My best
friend of II
years,
"Mick," happens to be a
By Abigail
boy.
We
Van Buren
decided
in
middle school that our relationship would be strictly platonic.
Last night, Mick kissed me and
told me he is in love with me.
I don't feel the same. I'm not
physically attracted to him. I
tried to be nice and told Mick
it would ruin our friendship, but
he disagrees.
With any other guy, rejection is easy. But this is my best
friend. Mick has low self-esteem
when it comes to girls. If I say
I'm not attracted to him, it'll
hurt his feelings.
I feel stuck and angry. I told
Mick the truth about how I felt
a long time ago. Do I have to
be mean to get my point across?
Here's how I honestly feel: I
love hanging out with him, but
I find him repulsive-looking, and
if he kisses me again he's getting slapped. I've never been

Dear Abby

Xodaylnilistory
:•
••••

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Feb. 18. the
9th day of 2008. There are 317
:days left in the year. This is Pres:rdents Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. IS, 1885. Mark Twain's
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn"
4vas published in the U.S. for the
Sirstome.
On this date:
n In 1546, Martin Luther. leader
:of the Protestant Reformation in
•Vermany, died in Fislehen.

'U TILE 513,01zTt41'
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In 1861, Jefferson Davis was
sworn in as the provisional president of the Confederate States of
America in Montgomery, Ala.
In 1930, photographic evidence
of Pluto (now designated a "dwarf
planet") was discovered by Clyde
W. Tombaugh at Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Ariz.
In 1960, the eighth Winter
Olympic Games were formally
opened in Squaw Valley. Calif.,
by Vice President Nixon.
In 1967, Amencan theoretical

physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer
died in Princeton, N.J., at age 62.
In 1977, the space shuttle Enterprise, sitting atop a Boeing 747,
went on its maiden "flight" above
the Mojave Desert.
In 1988, Anthony M. Kennedy
was sworn in as an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court.
In 2001, auto racing star Dale
Earnhardt Sr. died from injuries
suffered in a crash at the Daytona 500; he was 49.
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RLS not connected
to rheumatic fever

mad at him before. Can you
please help me? -- "ASHLEY"
IN CLEVELAND
DEAR "ASHLEY": According to the letters I have received
from men, most would prefer
to be told the truth rather than
be left hoping and dangling.
You and Mick have different
objectives. He wants romance;
you want only friendship. It's
time for you both to widen your
circle of friends.
It isn't necessary to tell Mick
that he's 'repulsive' or that the
next time he makes a move on
you, you'll deck him. However,
the sooner you tell him plainly
that you consider him your best
friend -- but nothing more -and the "chemistry" isn't there
for you, the better off you'll
both be. Believe me, it's a lot
kinder than stringing him along
for company.

DEAR DR. GCYrT: I am an
86-year-old widow of a disabled
World War II veteran. I am the
eldest in a family of five girls.
I and two of my sisters have
Restless Legs Syndrome. We
three also had rheumatic fever.
I have often
wondered
whether
there was a
connection
between the
two conditions.
My father
also
had
rheumatic
fever, but he
died at age
By
Dr. Peter Gott 46, so I do
not know if
he would have had RLS.
DEAR READER: Restless
Legs Syndrome is in no way
related to rheumatic fever, but,
as you know, the cause of RLS
remains .unknown, so the future
may tell us more.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
47-year-old
premenopausal
woman who has never had children. My gynecologist recently
recommended that I take calcium supplements (500 to 600
milligrams of calcium with vitamin D per day), saying that I
am a good candidate for osteoporosis because I'm petite (5
feet 1-112 inches and 97 pounds).
Is it possible for me to get
enough calcium from my diet
without taking the over-thecounter kind? I enjoy all kinds
of vegetables and dairy products. I run and take aerobics classes(which includes weights) about

Dr. Gott

DEAR ABBY: Please let me
know the appropriate way to
inform my family and friends
that my wedding has been canceled. How many details do I
have to provide? What' if my
fiance, who is a publicist, has
posted a lengthy and one-sided
account of what has happened?
-- FORMER BRIDE-TO-BE
DEAR FORMER BRIDETO-BE: You do not have to
provide any painful details to
anyone. Write a short note to
your family and friends. All you
need to say is "Dear( ), This
is to inform you that lohrk,
and my wedding has been canceled. Condolences are not in
order -- it was by mutual consent. Love, (
)"
If your former fiance has
actually had the bad taste to
post an account of why the wedding is off. I cannot stress
emphatically enough that he's
no gentleman. and you're lucky
to be rid of him. Do not sink
to his level.

three times per week.
DEAR READER: I recommend that you have a bogiedensity exam. This test will be
your doctor know how well your
bones are absorbing calcium. If
you have minor deficiencies
(osteoperua) but not osteoporosis, increasing your calcium
intake with calcium and vitamin D supplements may stop
or slow bone loss. If you have
osteoporosis, you should start one
of the medications available on
the market as well as including
extra dietary calcium and vitamin D.
Whether or not you need calcium/vitamin D supplements,
they are relatively inexpensive
and won't hurt you. (Incidentally, just because you are slim
is not reason enough to assume
that you are a candidate for
osteoporosis.) As a preventive,
you may wish to start taking
supplements even if you have
no problem.
If you decide to take supplements, be sure that you take
one that includes vitamin D.
The vitamin D works with the
calcium in your body and aids
absorption. Without it, the
amount of calcium used by the
body is minimal.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Osteoporosis." Other readers who
would like a copy should send
a self-addressed, stamped No.
10 envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167, Wickliffe, OH
44092. Be sure to mention the
title.

ContractBridge
North dealer.
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
•Q 8 32
114 32
41.1 7 6
•A K 2
WEST
EAST
•IS .1 5
•
V.1
K 10 98 7 6
•A 1054
•K 9 8 3 2
41 10 9 7 5
alk6•
SOUTH
•A109764
•A Q5
•Q
*Q 3
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
3V
Pass
3•
Pass
4*
Pass
Pass
Dble
Opening lead —jack of hearts.

hearts, won by South, Patrick Huang,
with the queen. Declarer then played
the ace of spades, on which East
showed out.
Huang realized that if he played a
trump toward the queen at this point,
he could be defeated by West's taking the king and leading a Ion diamond to Last for a killing heart
return. The Australians would thus
score a spade, a diamond,a heart ruff
and, later on. another heart.
Huang saw there was no nay he
could avert the impending heart ruff,
hut he did find a way to circumvent
the other heart loser. As,..rding,ly. he
cashed the A-K-Q of clubs before
leading a spade toward the queen.
West went up with the king but
found himself in dire straits regardless of how he continued. If he
played the ace and another diamond,
he would not get a heart ruff. and
Foresight is one ofthe key traits of declarer's only losers would he a
the top-flight player. The ability to spade, a heart and a diamond.
see in advance what may transpire a
And if he led a low diamond to
fen tricks later in the play can make East's king instead, he would he able
all the difference in a great many
to ruff South's ace of hearts nhen
deals.
East returned the king, but that
Consider this gem from the 1967 would mark the end of the road for
Far Eastern championship played in the defense. Whether West presented
Manila in the match between Taiwan South with a ruff-and-discard by
and Australia. When a Taiwanese returning a club, or led a diamond
pair held the North-South cards. they
and converted dummy's jack into a
got to four spades doubled on the
trick. Iluang was certain to make the
bidding shown. West led the jack of contract.
Tomorrow: By the process of elimination.
issistknio.so,iikuion

WOO

DEAR ABBY: There seems
to be an awful lot of women
exposing themselves on the Internet in graphic sexual fashion.
My wife says that men degrade
themselves by looking at them.
My question to you is, what
is more degrading? Looking at
them, or women exposing themselves? -- WONDERING IN
PUYALLUP, WASH.
DEAR WONDERING: For
a woman to post graphic sexual images for people she doesn't know to view strikes me as
more degrading because it indicates that she thinks she has
little else to offer.
However, for a married man
to view those images could also
be considered degrading -- and
threatening -- to his wife. Many
women have written to me
because their husbands spend
more time looking at porn on
the Internet than having a sex
life in their own bedroom. In
other words, the practice became
an addiction.

Crosswords
ACROSS
Coup plotters
Is adventurous
Nulls
Traffic
maneuvers
(hyph )
14 Vivacity
15 Bridge tower
17 Movie alien
18 House wing
19 Mont Blanc
20 Canister
21 Nothing special
thYPh
23 Surprised
yelps
24 Polynesian
carving
25 Wooded hollow
27 Pistol-packing
28 Like
30 Do Easter eggs
31 Shed tears
32 It precedes mi
33 Call as an elk
35 Atom
fragments
1
6
11
12
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PENNY FOR
YOUR THOUGHTS

.
.1 GARFIELD, 1 WAS 11-4INKINCs.
IF OUR EARS WERE IN OUR
t
ARMPITS .

WOULD WE kossrE TO RAISE
OUR ARIAS TO HEAR PEOPLE
TALK,

Follow orders
Was victorious
Like a sequoia
Navajo foe
Reassure
Rover
44 Deli loaf
45 Giants org
46 Wisdom tooth
48 2007 Peace
Pnze recipient
49 Leave the liner
51 Toolshed item
53 Hilltops
54 Ocean
predators
36
37
38
42
43

DOWN
1 Wiggly dessert
thyph
2 Eurasian range
3 Persona grata
4 Lawrence s wits
5 Venomous
snake
6 Blunts
7 Perched on

Answer to Previous Puzzle
FAN SPAS COAT
OBI
ELIXJ0 ER
RUG
VA IN
ADAM
ATHLIAT E
ES
ORO LEERED
MARIE GAL
IDA
EGAD
YAM A TIAN
RUN
RES PRAIZIK
VEGO U T SUM
GB PARSLEY
SLED MILE ELI
RAGE
ALOE ALP
ICON Gaci N D DEE
2-18

2008 United Feature Syndicate Inc

8 Depart quickly
9 Um s cousin
10 Gym shoe
11 Zanzibar duo
13 Take long
steps

MIME MINIM
MIME MIME=
MIMI IMMO ME
EMU MU
MMIll
MOM AIM ME=
Ed= MEM=
MA MEM MEM Mu
MIME WM=
de= AM MEM
MEM MI
MEM
MI MIME MEM
HEMMEN MEMMEll
WM= MEM
10

A DOLLAR
IF YOU STOP
'THINKING

II

DAvcg 20

13,1EANI ILKT SOO
YOU WERE
SUPPOSED TO
DANCE WITH
REAL GIRLS!

I STILL THINK EMILY WAS
REAL .. I DON'T KNOW
WHAT HAPPENED
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I'D TELL YOU
BUT YOU'VE USEC
UP YOUR FIVE
CENTS
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16 Two-masted
sailboat
20 Moppets
- Henson
22 In a strange
way
23 Flamenco
shout
24 Secret
rendezvous
26 Observe
27 Meta s son
28 Swarm with
29 Less obvious
31 Pull a fast one
34 Whiz leader
35 Pinch
37 Beats the rap
39 Fragrance
40 Early harps
41 Sly glance
43 Minute
opening
46 Univ degrees
47 Letter after pi
48 Truck mfr
50 Prefix for two
52 Ozarks St
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Hurry!

ANY NEW 2008

COROLLA OR MATRIX
modelf

The Pre-Spring
Savings Event Ends
Presidents Day,
February 18th!
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PRE-SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS!
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PRE-SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS!
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ANY NEW 2008

ANY NEW

CAMRY SEDAN, CAMRY HYBRID
OR TACOMA 4X4

2008 SIENNA OR TACOMA 4X2
OR 2007 FJ CRUISER

A

mod. A

,
r v1.), Whil• supply lasts

500

4000

PRE -SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS!

PRE-SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS!

,....CASH BACK!

CASH BACK!

ANY NEW

ANY NEW

'08 YARIS SEDAN
'08 FJ CRUISER
'07/`08 SOLARA
-----I

2007
TUNDRA
All 11•41•11. life seAllill

SPECIAL LOW APR FINANCING
AND LOW LEASE RATES AVAILABLE!
ASK ABOUT OUR $400 COLLEGE AND MILITARY REBATE PROGRAMS!
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SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALERS TODAY!

TOYOTA OF MOUT MIKE MITOYOTA
1307 South 12th Strupat • Murray. KY

3941 Mika Smith Orly@ - Paducah. KY
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270.408.6453

buyatoyota.com
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Benchmark Win
MSU GETS GOOD PRODUCTIVITY FROM PINE SATURDAY NIGHT

Bt MICHAEL DANN
Sp'orts Editor
41aybe it was the smell of
the:: popcorn.
truce Carter, who's admitted that the smell of kernels
coOking is what motivates his
gair,continued his torqd streak
of)6 straight games with douhltfigure scoring as he dumped
in a game-high 22 points as
the see-saw Racers bounced
back from a loss Thursday
Min at Tennessee State to beat
Eatitem Illinois 67-56 Saturday
at the Regional Special Events
Caner in Murray.
/t may have been the popcorn at the beginning of the
game, but it certainly wasn't
at pie end as Carter was found
in :;the trainer's room, head
beiween his knees, battling fluIlk symptoms.
tiny Kennedy, second-year
heild coach for the Racers said
Catter isn't alone in battling
the. bug.
:'We got six or seven guys
takIng medication," he said. "It's
been a tough two weeks for
us.:; but tonight I thought our
strong suit was getting good
bench production."
The Racer bench outscored
the Panthers 20-19 as Marvin
W41iams (eight points), Ray
Geine (seven points) and Jewuaq Long (five points) provided .a spark for MSU, accounting for 20 points over a 54
minute span.

CALLOVkAV CO.50, UNION CO. 31

Fields leads
charge for
Lady Lakers
CCHS WINS 7TH STRAIGHT; HOLDS
BRAVETTES TO 26 PERCENT SHOOTING
Staff Report
Averee Fields' 17 points and Calloway County's opportunistic defense proved too much for Union County Saturday night, as the Lady Lakers came away from Morganfield
with a 50-31 win.
It was the Lady Lakers' seventh consecutive victory and
their 17th out of their last 18.
Calloway's defense held the Bravettes to just 26 percent
shooting from the field and forced numerous turnovers to
take control of the game early.
The Lady Lakers jumped out to a 14-6 first quarter lead
and led by two touchdowns, 28-14, at halftime. Calloway
(23-5) put Union County (5-17) away in the third quarter,
outscoring the Bravettes 18-7 and taking a 46-21 lead into
the final period.
Rachel Adams joined Fields in double-figures, scoring 11
points.
The Lady Lakers shot 43 percent from the field, but
made just 10-of-19 from the charity stripe. Calloway brought
down 31 rebounds.
The loss continued a downward spiral for the Bravettes
that began Jan. 10. Since then, Union has lost nine of its
ten games and sit just above winless Fort Campbell in the
Second Region standings.
The Lady Lakers will play their final regular season game
of the sPason Friday night when they host Second District
champion Paducah Tilghman. Top-seeded Calloway will face
four-seed Murray in the first round of the Fourth District
Tournament on Feb. 25.

Parity nowhere to
be found in Fourth '
District hoops
liErwEEN

Autgin Peay
Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Mcirehead State
Tennessee Martin
Salntord
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
SE-Missouri State
Jacksonville State

DP113

Tommy Dillard

14-3 (18-9)
12-6(16-10)
10-7(13-12)
10-7(13-12)
11-8 (15-14)
9-9 (12-14)
9-10(12-17)
8-9 (11-15)
7-11 (12-16)
4-14 (6-20)
4-14 (5-21)

Sports Writer

This winter s Fourth District basketball races have conjured up about as much excitement as prime-time television over the past two months.
Thursday night's Murray-Community Christian hoops
contests ended predictably, thereby closing the door on a
district season that has been nothing if not predictable.
Parity has been a thing of the past and drama virtually
non-existent.
Eastern Illinois
In the past, the fearsome Fourth has gained a reputaMonday, Feb. IS
Austin Peary vs Tennessee St
730 pm
tion as the toughest basketball district in the First Region.
Wedneedity. Feb. 20
They'd have to fight the Second District for the distincEastern Kentucky vs Morehead St
6 p rn
Saturday, Feb. 23
tion
this season, at least on the boys' side.
Jamie Modem vs 1Aorehtta0 Stale
1 pm
Though still home to some of the top teams in the
Eastern tAtchcan vs SE Absent. SI
3pm
E ast Tenn St vs Tennessee Tecn
4pm
region. Fourth District hoops showdowns this year have,
Stun* State vs Indene St
6p m
for the most part, been downright yawners.
Eastern Kentucky vs BM SI
6p m
Eturvys UT Menet
MICHAEL DANN
..dger & Times
6p m
The Fourth is the only district in the First Region in
Eastern tenors vs Evansvae
Murray State sophomore Marvin Williams puts this shot up over the defense
7p m
of Eastern which the standings look like this: 6-0,
Austin Peay vs Georg.' Southern
7pm
4-2, 2-4, 0-6.
Illinois'
Ousmane
Cisse Saturday night. Williams came off the bench and added eight
Jachsonvde St vs Ge0(9111 SI
7p m
There have been zero series splits, boys or girls, in the
Loutimena Tech vs Samlord
TBA
points in the Racers win.
district this season.
The pecking order has never been more established —
a dominant first-place team, a winless cellar-dweller and
firmly entrenched second-best and third-place teams.
Contrast that with a Second District in which Friday
night's Paducah Tilghman-Lone Oak determined that district's regular season champion.
The story is much the same in the Third District.
Graves County and Mayfield split their season series and
ended up in a first-place deadlock with records of 5-1.
Fulton City ran away with the First District, but at
least the river rats have some parity in the middle.
Here in the Fourth. Calloway and Marshall have provided .two entertaining games on the girls' side, but even
in that always-reliable source of drama, it appears the
Lady Lakers are finally just better than the Lady Marshals.
On the boys' side, no one has come close to dethroning Marshall County. On paper. the Marshals appear beatable — they aren't dominant and their offense is downright sluggish at times. But Murray and Calloway have
choked in big games against the orange.
The battle for second place hasn't been much better.
By MICHAEL DANN
ray State was able to overcome
The Lakers haven't shown they have what it takes to
Sports Editor
a four-point halftime deficit and
Murray State head coach Jody as many as five points in the match up with Murray in the post, leaving the Tigers
Adams asked a second half, only to grab the with a firm foothold on No. 1 challenger to the Marshals.
With such a predictable regular season, is there any
lot out of her lead with just under two minreason
to think things could be different in the district
girls Saturday utes to play to hold on to beat
tournament, which will tip off Feb. 25 at Marshall Counnight.
the Panthers 62-59 Saturday night
She, asked at the Regional Special Events ty's Reed-Cortder Gymnasium?
The optimistic answer is a resounding yes. Tournament
them to beat the Center in Murray.
basketball is different, we say, like a new season. There
league's secondAdams threw her arms up in
are three teams on the boys' side who have legitimate
best team in the air, turned around long enough
Eastern Illinois. to hand out hugs to her assis- title hopes. even if they are somewhat remote. Two teams
on the girls' side are capable of taking home a champiShe asked them tant coaches and then met her
onship.
to do it with a team at midcourt where she
But the fact remains — if the regular season is any
40-minutes-of- walked off with Shaleea Petty.
indication, the Marshals and Lady Lakers will be hoisting
hell type of arms around each other like two
mentality with a school girls walking down the the hardware the last week of February.
Here's to hoping they have to break a sweat.
full -ourt press. hallway.
For old times' sake
no rest and all
It wdt an important game for
The first round of the girls' First Region tournament
heart.
Petty
for
more
than
just
one
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
will be played at Racer Arena instead of the Regional
Check, check, check and reason.
Shaleea Petty splits the Eastern Illinois defense to dump
Special Events Center.
check.
Saturday's contest marked
off' this pass in the second half Saturday. Petty handed
Tournament games on Monday and Tuesday nights,
Fueled by a 23-point effort Murray State's participation in
out four assists and scored 15 points in the win
from junior Ashley Hayes. Mur•See MU,28
See HOOPS,28

Tickled
Pink
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RACERS USE STRONG SECOND HALF TO
COME BACK AND BEAT PANTHERS ON
"THINK PINK" NIGHT
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DAYTONA 500

ROM Page 18
"Jewtian. Ray and Marvin
really gave us a lift and at
this time of the year when
guys are wearing down and
getting tired, it's important that
we have good bench play."
Tyler Holloway tacked on
II points for Murray State (1610 overall and 12-6 in the
Ohio Valley Conference).
With both Eastern Xentucky
and Jacksonville State losing
Saturday night. the Racers
tegained sole possession of second place.
Looking at the standings
isn't something all coaches do.
Kennedy and his crew decided to do it earlier this week
with the emphasis being enforcmg to the players with what's
at stake.
Just three games remain on
the docket for Murray State. Saturday's Bracket Buster with
Indiana State, followed by a
road trip to Tennessee State
and then the lean will close
out the regular season hosting
CT Martin. Kennedy would
like nothing more than to host
a first round home game in
the OVC Tournament and after
Saturday's win they did just that.
"Sometimes our guys don't
tealiie what's at stake."Kennedy
said. "We're nisi trying to play
the nest game and get through
praviite. ifs a grind. reaft1S are
CU:HIM to Oay at the end of
the S ear and you just want to
make sure you're getting hot at
the right time. Teams that go
onto the tournament and play
the it hot That's what
we want to do
the Ravers extended their
titftle K11011111: streak to 10
straight Saturday 'MSC is 12-1
honk* this Season, With the
tails loss coming Dec S.. against
Eastein Kentucky
*We mil!, lost one time at
home this year," Kennedy said.
• Its important to play well But
we luxe a tough suck Ii Ali tug
vs ith Austin Peas we're the tally
oso teams that will be pia!, Mg
teaills With :1 higher RP1 m the
lila. Let litisit:1 Vs,: has c
iugh
1 ,40 ahead 01 us
I lie Muriax Stair defense
icstitied some S igi ml to its punch
atter blow Illg a I ,110101 lead
thursday in Nash% ilk. Me Itas•
cis held Eastern Ninon* (3-21
overall. 4-14 in the OVC) to
if pox ent tiom the (1°411 and
Itoiii 111107 lk lila range
42
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415

WIN GIVES PENSKE
LONG-AWAITED
500 VICTORY

Two areas that were a big concern lor Kennedy
Despite Jake Byme's learnhigh It, points. MSU also held
Tyler Laser in check to just
three points and Julio Anthony
to seven points
"1--iistem Illinois has been plax mg well the past owl* of
week and have been shooting
the ball well from Lpmit range
and fortunately they didn't shoot
II as well all they did when we
plaxed them up there." Kennedy
added "We wanted to Innit L.iser
and Anthony I thought we did
a leall!. gissi Job 011 them lake
U'. tiles played well He did a
good job hurling us with his
phy sit almss in the palm nua
something that hurts at times
Lastern Illinois hurts us with
well coached
Meir
and pOrsicd 'They're a tough
match up for us'
Muttax State led 14 22 at

the half and had an I8-point
lead with 12:29 to play in the
second half before fending off
the Panthers. Despite an effort
by EIU, where they trimmed
the lead to nine points three
times in the second half, they
were unable to get any closer.
The Racers shot 45 percent
from the floor and were 4-of13 from 3-point range for 30
percent. But MSU outrebounded Eastern Illinois 36-26 and
forced them into eight turnovers.
"EIU made some runs, they
made some shots, but we were
able to sustain our defense over
the long haul and in a game
where we didn't shoot the ball
as well as we have in the past.
Danero Thomas (six points) only
took three shots, we were able
to win with mar defuse and get
to the tree throw line.,Thatan
big. We've always bounced back
and that's good to see."

40 (22) Joao, Andrea. Chevrolet 184,33 5

41 (41) JO* NerneChak Chevrolet 171 279
DAYTONA BEACH, As.
42 (14) Deed Ragen. Ford. Accident 161
(AP)- One down, one to go
666
At Day-tone
SPoolichrell
43 (17)6.5009 Wailace Crewmen E ngtr.
for The Captain.
Deytanalleath.
141 304
Lap Weft LS Male
Roger Penske picked up his
(Start pthellion Si pereillheeee)
Race Statetice
elusive Daytona 500 victory, a
7) Ryon Newman. 0009e. 200 laps 110 6
Avorege Speed ot Race Winner: 152 672
2 (43) Karl Busch, Dodge. 200 70 4
SI million bonus and a new chal3 (6) Tony Stewart Toyota. 200. 102 9
mPh
Three ot Ram: 3 hours. 16 minutes 30 seclenge - pairing the race he
4 (24) Kyle Busch Toyota, 200. 133 1
onds
5 (5) Reed Sorenson Dodge, 200 88 4
just conquered with the one
•
Margin of Victory, 042 seconds
6 (35) Elhott Sods. Dodge 200 78 0
Caulk:in Flew 7 lot 23 illgt
that means the most to him.
7 (10) Katey Kahn. Dodge. 200 103 4
Load Changes: 42 among 16 gnats
8 (26) %bey Gordon Dodge 200, 72 0
Ryan Newman gave Penske
Lap Leedom St Waltrip 1-2 J Johnson 3.
9 (3) Dale Earnhardt Jr Chevrolet 200
his first Daytona 500 victory
Hanlon 4-5 T Stewart 6-13. D Kaman IO115 6
10 i
,
Greg Belle Ford. 200 '063
NS J Gordon 17-19 0 Hamlin 20.37 0
in 24 years of trying, a frus11 1131 Bobby Labonle Dodge, 200 85 4
Blaney 38 J Gordon 39 Ky Busch 40-48 13 ail
trating span for a car owner
12 (23)8nan Vickers Toyota 200. 930
limner, 49-54 Ky f3useh 55-64. 0 NatNiro 85.'1
67 Ky Busch 68-74. R Sorenson 75-76, Ky
13 (36)2.8 Elution Chevrolet, 200 776
accustomed to dominating big
14 (16)6.4.0 Names Chevrolet 200. 833
Busch 77-80. J Gordon 81. R Sorenson 82events: He's won the Indianapo84 Ku ButscA 85-93, Ky Busch 94-107 PA
15 (19) Sam Homan Jr Dodge 200 90 1
16 (20) Date Jarrett Toyota 200 639
Kenseth 108 G Bells 109 Ky Busch 110lis 500 a record 14 times.
119 R Newman 120, G Belle 121. tyl Wallop
17 (4) Denny Hamlin Toyota 200 982
Now he wants one more.
18 (42) Devut Reuernann Toyota 200 65 I
122 R Newman 123. Ky Busch 124-151 C •'
o
19 (11) Carl Edwards Ford. 200 745
BovrTm 152 G Etrele 153-157 Ky Busch
Matching victories in two of
20 (25) Marlin Trust Jr Chevrolet 200
158-161 ID Earnhardt Jr 162-168. K Kann,
motorsports' most sought after
169 T Stewart 170 0 Earnhardt Jr 171-172;
64 4
T Slewan 173177 0 Earnhardt Jr 178-103
21 (27) Scott RKKys Chevrolet. 200 50 8
bounties.
C Bowyer 181 183 Fl Newman 184-188 J
22 (21) Paul Moneta Chevrolet 200 61 3
-Comparing it to the Indy
Burton
189.197 T Stewart 196-199 R
(33)
Jeremy
Mayfield
0,ee
get
200
23
41
Newman 200
500, as Ryan knows, we've
Leaders Summary (Driver Tones Led. Laps
24 (31)cum Bowyer Cheyroien 200 879
been open-wheel guys and comLed) Kyle Busch 8 tones(0186 laps Denny
25 (-37) J Wiley Toyota 200 55 1
Hamlin 5 limes tor 32 laps Tony Stewart 4
26 (38) Jamie McMurray Ford 200 42 1
ing down here has been tough,"
27 (1)ammo Johnson Chevrolet 200. 799
times la 16 laps Dale Earnhardt Jr 3 times
Penske said following Sunday's
28 (32)0.00 Geblend Ford 200 41 6
tor 12 taps Jell Bunon 1 hme tor 9 laps. Kurt
Busch 1 time tor 9 laps. Ryan Newman 4
29 (2) Machael Waltnp Toyota. 200 599
victory. "This has got to go to
30 (30) Trove Kyacril Fora 200. 51 6
times Tor 8 laps Greg Bottle 3 times tor 7 laps.
the top of the charts here, this
Jeff Gordon 3 times tor 5 laps Reed
31 (12) Man Martin Chevrolet 200 738
Sorenson 2 times for 5 laps Clini Bowyer 2
32 1151 Juan Pablo Montoya Dodge 200
win. What I'm going to try to
times for 4 laps Wheel Waltrip 2 hones for 3
51 0
do this year is have them backlaps Dave Blaney I tone tor 1 tap Jimmie
33 (40) Deno Franchek Dodge 199 344
Johnson 1 hrne for 1 lap. Sassy Kahne lien.
34 (39) Kyle Petty, Dodge, 197 28 1
to-back, have one in May, too.
tor 1 lap, Matt Kartseth I tone tor 1 lap
35 (9) Casey Mears. Chevrolet Acadent
'That's my real challenge
Top 12,0 Poonts I R Newman 190 2 Ku
194. 696
Busch. 175 3 T Stewart. 170 4 Ky Busch
36 (28) Matt Kenseth Ford 194 818
right now."
170 5 R Sorenson 160 6 K Kahne, 151
37 1291 Regan Smolt, Chevrolet 194 35 2
Penske earned his win in a
(34)
Dave Blaney Toyota Accident 189
7 E Sadler 150 8 D Earnhardt J,, 143 9
38
R Gordon 142 10 G Bane, 139 11 B
56 5
thriller, with Newman ending
39 (8) Jell Gordon Chevrolet 186 852
Latonte. 130 12 J Burton. 129
an 81-race winless streak by
teaming up with Kurt Busch
for a last-lap pass that handed
Tony Stewart yet another Daytona defeat. The Penske cars
•The Youth Sports Association (YSA) will be holding registration for
ganged up on the two-time spnng 1-ball, baseball and softball until March 21.
Interested persons can register online at tcsportzevents.com from;
champion, who made .a strateFeb. (through March 21, Several in-person registration events will take:
gic error that prevented him
place in March:
from holding off the charge.
Wal-klart: Thursday, March 6: 4 -7 p.m.
;Kurt was the push from
Fnday. March 7: 4-9 p.m.
heaven that made it all hapSaturday. March 8: 9-5 p.m.
pen." Newman said.
Trophy Case: March 9-15; M-F 10 a.m.-6p.m.: Sat 10 a.m.-2 p.m,"Without a doubt, he could
have easily gone three-wide and
split us through the center and
made one heck of a mess there.
But he chose to be a team- From Page 1B
mate. and that was the most "Think Pink" week in college
WOMEN'S
honorable thing that he could basketball to help raise awareSTANDINGS
ness for breast cancer. Petty,
OW(Overall)
lt gave Penske the win in just a senior, has already had School
the 50th runninr of the Day- two cysts removed from her SE Missoun State 14-2 (19-8).
tona 500. and when the car right breast.
Samford
13-3 (20-8)
owner finally made it to sto13-5(14-12)'
Secondly, it marked the Eastern Illinois
ried Victory Lane, he was met return for the 5-foot-5 Christ- Murray State
12-5 (18-7)
by Rick Hendrick, NASCAR's ian County High School prod- Eastern Kentucky 7-8 (12-10)
most powerful owner.
uct since bumping heads with Jacksonville State 8-9 (11-15)
Hayes while on the 'Death Val- Tennessee State 8-9 (11-15)
Tennessee Tech 7-10 (8-191
ley' trip in Morehead.
Petty and Ashley Hayes hit Morehead State 5-11 (7-18).
2-14 (5-20)'
back-to-back jumpers to push Austin Peay
From Page 1B
the Racers (18-7 overall and Tennessee Martin 2-15 (5-221
March 3 and 4, could not be
Wednesday, Fed 20
12-5 in the Ohio Valley Conplayed at the RSEC due to
on Austin Peay
7.30 lk
ference) out to a 60-57 lead SE Messotor StThursday.
Feb. 21
Murray State's first round
530 P ht.
%
with a minute left, but EIU's UT Martin vs Eastern Kentucky
Ohio Valley Conference tourEastern Ilknoos on TBA 7 p or
Rachel Galligan hit two free Tennessee Tech vs Samford 7 p or
nament game that will be
Saturday. Feb. 23
throws with 36 seconds left to
Morehead St vs Tennessee Tech
1 pIll
held there.
pull the Panthers to within one. Tennessee St on Jacksonville St
3p m
The semifinals and finals
on
Murray
St
Samford
I
pm
After Alaina Lee missed the SE Missouri St on Eastern Kentucky 730 pro
will be held at the RSEC
front end of a 1-and-1, the
according to plan. RSEC
ball got loose on EIU's end and that's what we needed.
officials saicl__Thursday. The
We talk about mentality in
when Mallory Lockett and Panvenue change will not affect
ther Dominique Sims scram- the month of February. going
the boys' tournament.
into March and I've questioned
bled for the ball.
Locals leading tbe way
Both came up with their this team's mentality. Are we
Calloway County is
hands on the pill, a jump ball tough enough? Tonight was a
ranked 12th among the
was called with the possession sign of toughness."
state's top 30 rebounding
MSU was led by Hayes' 23
arrow favoring the Racers.
teams, according to KHSAA
Hayes was immediately fouled points as she went 8-for-18
statistics, and Laker sophoand made both shots for the from the field and a perfect
more 1)
,rrell Willis is ranked
6-for-6 from the line. She also
62-59 final
20th in the state's Top 25
Adams said not only was had a co-game-high nine'
rebound leaders.
the win huge in terms of team rebounds to go with three assists
The Laker center has
morale, but she felt her Rac- and a co-game-high two blocked
pulled down 177 boards
ers are finally understanding shots.
through 19 games this seaPetty had 15 points, four
how to play to win instead of
son, for an average of 9.3
rebounds and four assists, while
playing not to lose.
rebounds per game.
We battled and there were Angela Brown had 13 points
As a team. Calloway has
many times they could have on 6-for-8 shooting from the
crashed the boards 728 times
given up tonight," Adams said. floor to go with six rebounds
over 20 games this season
We kept battling and kept cre- and two blocked shots.
and averages 36.4 boards per
Amber Guffey - the top
ating and kept the pressure on.
game.
I challenged them at the half scorer in the OVC prior to the
On the girls' side, Calon offensive boards and their game - was held without a:
loway's Averee Fields and
heart. If they'll bring that they'll basket, but handed out a game-:
Rachel Adams are both
have a chance to win and that's high five assists to go with:
ranked among the state's top
what it was. They played with four rebounds. Her two free:
30 in field goal percentage.
heart and played to win the throws tied, then broke the MSU
Fields has made 108-of-195
single-season free-throws record
ballgarne."
field goals and shot 55.4
The Racers are played into of 146. set by Michelle Wen-.
percent through 25 games
forcing Eastern Illinois (14-12 rung in the 199( t
this season. Adams has conoverall and 13-5 in the OVC)
1059y'$ LINN, SPONSORED IT
verted I 21 -of-225 to shoot
into 16 turnovers, largely in
53.8 percent through 26
Unify Seder
part to the full court defense
games.
*me
•
-1,73 Arc.i
MSU hounded the Panthers with
As a team, the Lady LakSave On ys.iv'
,Ohne ihSednell
all night.
cis rank 22nd in scoring
730'I3
(
' 'Mar
The Racers converted those
defense, giving up an averNIS nein St• 7$3.5842
miscues into 17 points. while
age of 43.2 points per game.
Lee had three steals and played
TV. radio
10th in scoring margin, beatevery minute of the game
TODAY
ing opponents by an average
Adams calls what her team
MEN S COLLEGE BNIkETBALL
of 16 points per game, and
3 p.m./
displayed Saturday Al full of
ESPN2 - G•0eveto•or6 at Providence
20th in team field goal perguts and being totally unselfish.
centage. shooting 43.4 perESPN - Syracuse al Louisville
'They're tired and they're
cent.
II p.m.
having to play though being
ESPN - Texas SAM al Texas
Murray's Haley Armtired. That's when they're put10 p.m.
strong ranks 29th in the
ESPN2
Gonzaga at San Diego
ting this team, the program
state in three-point field
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
and this university above how.
epm
goals. The eighth-grader has
they feel at the time. When
SPN2
Purdue at Ohio Stale
connected on 39 tnfectas this
NHL HOCKEY
you can do that as a player.
season, averaging two per
7 p.m.
you're making some big changes
Venus - Dolma al Colorado
game.

SportsBriefs

•MSU

trp

•Hoops
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STROKE TARGETS BY COLOR.
Know where you stand. The odds are African Americans
are twice as likely to suffer a stroke as white Americans.
Beating the odds isn't about winning, it's about living.
You have the power to end stroke.
1 -888-4-STROKE / Stroke Association.org

/POWER TO ENO STROKE

1

I
.
•

DAYTONA 500 SCOREBOARD
BASCAR-Sprint Cup•Daplowe 500 Results
By The Assocalited Press

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger I Times
Bruce Carter drives baseline past EIU defender Jake
Byrne in the first halt Satuday night. Carter led aN scorers with 22 points.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first nserbon ol thew ads tor any
error Murray Ledger & Times mil be
responsible

only one incorrect

for

insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

010
020
COS
030
640
060
COO
070
0110
100
110
120
130
140
ISO
158
160
ISO
180

Leer Notice
Nonce
Pereure
Fernald
Roommate snows
lc41 And Found
bap rinsed
Portion minim
Dorneric & Chriticar•
Burner Opportune}
FJectronics
Compares
Appliance Pans
Wart To buy
Articles Fre See
Applerces
Hoer 'unto/err
Arbour
Leon 11 Green

100
ir
200
210

Fenn Equipment
Metro Equipment
Sports Equipment
Ferrer
Nur&
boor Hanle Lots Fr Sae
wore Maros For Sir
Mobile Mawr For Fier
Mottle Morro Lob Fa Rani
burners Aentele
Aperbeenb For Rent
loam For Art
Mores For Rent
Serer Aerate
Commercial Property
Pets Supper
Ussreadi & SuPPer
Public Sete
Lend For Rent or Loalle

no
250
270
2110
2*6
300
320
330
340
300
370
362
300
410
SOS

SEil'illi1151§111“

INDEX
ADJUSTMENTS

CLASSIFIED AD RATES _AlInglib
Rol NMI
Ler PIIIperb
Lob For Sale
Lots For Aare
Farrni For Sere
Aaron
Siam. For Sate
ektorcycleeI ATV't

Natty
Smia Sna
TAO
Satesliy
TVs*

$8.23 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Vs'irkiin 6 Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

*um sins
Spoil Wily Mercies
Used Car
bon
Used Truces
Campers
Bomb 6 Motors
Services Offered
Fre Caren
Tobacco A Supper

DEADLINES

I .I

1 1,
../

N. 1 1,̀

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
;- extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver I
T

.

•

Stray
=

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax
753-1927

Card of Thanks
NURSE Practitioner.
The family of Sam Outland would
like to express thanks for the kindness shown duringaour loss. Thank
you to Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home for their kindness and
compassion, the city of Muscatine
Street Department for being pallbearers, and to the ladies of First Baptist
Church for providing the meal for the
family, and all who provided food
and flowers, a special thank you to
Thomas Clendenen for his support
and friendship over the years and
especially during this difficult time.
We pray God's blessings for you all. #
'

Shirley and Ramie Franklinsrati-;$EA

The Murray Ledger & Times has a full-time
clerical position available. Applicant must
have computer knowledge and be able to
multi-task. Exceptional interpersonal and
communications skills are required. Some
bookkeeping knowledge a plus, but not
required. Send resume to PO. Box 1040-1,
Murrayk KY 42071. No phone calls.

position in
busy medical office.
Excellent benefits. No
weekends or holidays
Send resume to
Pennynle Family
Physicians, Attn:
Renee Ashby, 1724
Kenton St., Suite 2A.
Hopkinsville, KY
42240.

Interested applicants must apply by resume
only; interviews will be granted to qualified
applicants AFTER resumes are reviewed.
Absolutely no on-the-spot interviews will be
conducted.

OTR dnvers needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087

45
illitER&TimEs
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST

A lull-time position is available for qualified professional to work with families and their children. Pennyrile

Lass(

Allied Community Services, Inc. is accepting resumes for

Ice of

the position of In-Home Worker with our Family

STEVE VIDMER
iellL•1,11

11, C

I •IV• liiL 11.0111:\LI
I 2

RI\II\ \I

1)I

work a flexible schedule, knowledge of community

/14.( 1

1

who

University
Barber Shop
Tanning ,S,c5 montr
.
8,5T
•

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this information do so at their
own nsk Although persons and companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor any
of its employees accept
any responsibility whatsoever for their activities
060

Fisla %Mad
CAREGR1VER to sit
with elderly couple
753-5FL1.
PADUCAH Real Estate
April night licensing
class 270-223-0789
deloiseadamsOyahoo
corn

hold

a

Bachelor's

Degree

in

Social

Work.

Psychology. Sociology or related field are invited to send

‘11 -„1

BINGO

with full benefits. Applicants

/I/\

11,r1,t

Murray High
Booster Club
Al Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd.
6PM on the
1st Sat, of the month

Training will be provided.

is $20,000

Annual salary

753-1752
1111 1.

decisions independently

\‘',I

PR( )13 \I I

Sat •
by appt

cant must have excellent communication skills, willing to

resources and have the ability to make well informed

(- II

\

Preservation Program in our Mayfield office. The appli-

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following position: RNs day and
afternoon shift. We
offer
competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE
CALLS
PLEASE

their resumes by Fnday FEB 29th to

"In-Home Position"
c/o Mr. John Tedder, Executive Director
Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc.
Family Preservation Program
P.O. Box 349 Hopkinsville, Ky 42241-0549
PACS. ho, is. "An Equal Opportunity Employer'

hiring
now
KFC
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders. Must be
available for all shifts
Apply in person 205 N
12th St

PURCHASE
Area
Physical Therapy has a
full time position available for a medical secretary/receptionist with
excellent organisational, computer, and customer service skills.
Requires ability to handle
multiple
tasks
simultaneously.
Medical billing or transcription experience
would be beneficial.
Must be able to work
from 9:30-6130 pm MF. Excellent benefit
package. Please send

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted.
'section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,

you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.

However, as a national
website, not all listings
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions

regarding

the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

00 you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you' Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Days Inn
Apply in
person only 517 S
12th St., Murray.

NOW hiring
front desk.

FULL time bookkeepe
needed
Compute
knowledge required
Apply in person a
Welch
Concrete
Products, 6580 US
Hwy 641N, Almo, KY
GREEN Acres is currently hinng for the following positions:
RN/LPN weekend
option- 6p-6a Sat &
Sun. Work 12 get paid
for 16 hours. Anyone
interested in becoming
part of our team may
apply in person at
Green Acres Health
Care, 402 W. Farthing
St., Mayfield, KY
42066

NEED full-time help.
Start immediately. No
experience necessary.
Will train, Hourly plus
bonuses.
Signmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E.
Fairdeafing.

applications for all positions
and ail shifts. Apply
In parson at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
NOW taking

Toke AcivoTrtoge of'our

SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
largest
companies
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training will
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:
P.O. Box
1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071.
SEASONAL help
needed. Must have
CDL. Apply at Crop
Production Services
Hardin, KY.(270)4374000

Wanted:
Vanous Part time
Positions.
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Boat Mechanic
Boat Repair Shop
Clerk
Grounds Maintenance
Great for Retirees'
March 10, Start Date
Accepting Applicationti
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Manna
12800 U.S. Highway
68E.
Benton, KY 42025
Call For Appointment
270-354-6568

In the Classified section for

February' 29 ONLY. we're offering
a 2x3 display ad. a $49.50 value.

$29!

for only
We can put your logo or picture
in the ad for no additional fee.

ACTUAL SIZE
for 2x3 ad

The deadline to place your ad is

Thursday. February 2a

ariallapE)143e.

2Akt,

For more information, please
ontact Jill or Julie at(270)753-1916.
Offer valid or a black & white classified
display ad that is a 2x3 or 3x2 to run on
2/29/08 Offer not valid for previously
scheduled ads.

CLEANING houses 20
years expenence
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning

services. 227-7129
MATURE, experienced
male caretaker willing
to help with elderly or
disabled in your residence, hospital, nursing home Willing to
help with errands. etc.
Reply with full details
to P.O. Box 603,
Murray, KY 42071

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

ass-FOlt 555.5

304
Mane). KY 42071
tfAlf7S0-60.30

14111631174701

All °mare Tniesportatton

klrpurl

a ar

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $992 on Part A; $131 on
Part B. Call roe for more information

Cerldied iIS,rs

Al OM S.

FREE KELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR KY CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Avoid inflationary cost

6 - COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
ALL KENTUCKY AVAILABLE PLANS
PART-D DRUG PLANS ALSO
COMPETITIVE RATES

Lock in price; single

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry

HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM

227-3574
Security and Camera Systems

All Types of Refuse Service

1400-585-6033

k

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
anti 111.1t.t. %mit act toil]\

I Visoiric

ATTENTION:
To all Customers- Investors- Carpet
Dealers- Rental property owners.
Joe Smith Carpet inventory and
displays blow out sale. Business closed.
All remaining stocks of Carpet, Vinyl,
Hardwood, VCI.Tile Remnants- 50% off!!

Displays and samples best offer.

For Appt. Call 978-0402
or 753-7955

Come See Sabrinia & Marjorie!
1407

Isaacsikaren Isaacs, Owners

Commercial Waste
Disposal

Fire Alarm Inspection
Electrical Construction/Repair
Fast Response Sernce 24/7

Honeywvill

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Cell (270)210-2533

Call for a Free Estimate

pay or

payment plan.

Ron Sankt - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1 565

150

1

Midis

17ENPflent
1111148
.

FEW Sale

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE_
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming w/HD
upgrade. Get months
3 FREE of HBO &

Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. +

$5.00 for local networks. Call Beasley
Main Street
Antenna & Satellite for
more info. 759-0901 or
lots of new)
toll free: 877-455-0901

1989
Case
580K
XtendaHoe,
4WDr
runs good $14,500
Call 293-2512
210

Rrewood
FIREWOOD for sale:
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424
WHITE oak firewood.
$50. 270-227-9042.
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

We have
and used furniture.

&id(indigo

Airt

[
121Asplancas

Oteeisla
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

761-7653 • Next to Matt B's
(Formerly Riley's Used Furniture)

Call us we will be
glad lo help.

Murray Ledger li Tor,270-753-1916

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
RIDING mowers that
need work
270-436-2867

III

VINYL replacement
windows
FREE ESTIMATES
Call Jeff 0 753-6450

key Anti, Paris
t_55n0

SUN DASH tanning
bed. 16 bulbs.
270-753-3692

SCRAP
CARS

'07 16x68 Northern
Built set-up in Hardin.
2BR 1BA.
1-800-455-3001

' Areat

•

subscribe to the

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also
LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
NEW pool table, never
used. 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc package. retails
$4,500, selling for
sell
51.600, must
(573)300-1031

thP Squar, Mtirra

(270) 753-1713

Articles
For Sale
'08 hot tub. New in
package. 6-7 person,
7HP, 46 lets. ozone.
water fall. Full warranty. Retail: $7,698. Must
sell: $4,200.
573-300-1031

''OWNER
FINANCING”
16x80 3BR,2 Bath, on
3.5 acres, Pans.
$3.950 down, $545
month 752-0729
Bonnie Byerly Broker

WARD-ELKINS
On

Want lo Buy
EXPERIENCED nigh
watchman/security
monitor
References
available Reply with
full details to P.O. Box
Murray,
KY
603.
42071.

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans

140

Advertise your business, house, car, boat...
whatever you need!

INSURANCE

IabF,Q)g

ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA

Leap Year Special!

2

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

SPORTSMAN'S
ENJOY WINTERS
OFF?
2008 Seasonal Help

VISA

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOUI

resume including rafterences to 208 S. 6th
Street, Murray, KY
42071

on the jobnetwork.com

DIGITAL Pnnter
Operator needed for
local direct mail
company. Full-time
position with benefits.
Day shift Monday
through Friday with
occasional overtime
and weekends Lifting
and
computer expenence
required. Send resume
or apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 North 12th St..
Suite G. Murray. KY
42071

PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance,
Experience with
repairs, painting.
Resume to 108 North
12th St.

'
1

LEDGER
R&TIMES
Home.Delivery
J.

Local Mail
(Cannot. s

6 mo.
I yr.

Sf,

3 mo..--433.00
6 mo.-.-460.00
1 yr. -..--3104.00

Rest of KVPI'N

Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 too.--....470.5• 3 inn
6 mo.
1 7T.
$120.1
1 yr. -...-4145.00
tPuryter

I Check

AS Other

Boriclierieni

Money Order

Visa

MX

Name
St.
cstaityte
Ad(1_7s
Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times

Check out the classifieds at
www murrayledger com

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
or call (270) 733-1918
I.

CLASSIFIEDS

48 • Monday. F ebruary I It, 2008

talker

Calloway Carden/Essex Downs
Apartments
I huguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-733-8556
T1)1) 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

(Mice Hours It a.m. - 12 p.m.j
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
(-)

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS

MEL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
4th St

4eared at 720 S

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

1750 Lewes Drive Murray. KY 42071

NOW AVAILABLE:
2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom - $495
3 Bedroom - Income 1103ed
•Free Cable• Washer, Dryer. Range, Drihwasher,
& Refrigerator Provided • All Electnc • Carpet &
Ceramic Tile • Central Heat & Air *Patio/Deck
Some restrictions apply
Call Joy for details 270-762-1044 Of

&

[
111.ats For Saki

Onside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Sate & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
PARKSIDE
STORAGE

270-804-0850 1TY# 800-648-6056_

1\1\11 1/1 \II
I /I It I 1(1 I II I '

3AC . SARATOGA
FARMS, back right
corner White tence in

front 270-519-2290
it it ii.c reati epriipertrailicIrrs,v urn
12711)761-110‘11 I

5-200 acres between
Stella & Coldwater,
hwy frontage, tobacco
barn good water tor
irrigation or livestock

Owner financing possible, will divide
(2701489-2116
if no answer leave

LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp
5275,000 00 Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

message

MUST Seel) Just built
brick
2,500 sq ft

PARIS, TN eras
22 acres adjoining
Tumbling Creek Good

hunting, great building
site $2,500 an acre 1-

home Double garage
Private & beautiful 2+
acre lot, 3/4-mile to
town $139,000 270519-8570 by owner,

877-275-0543

Murray.
THREE bedroom 1
bath brick home, with a
outbuilding,
shed,
tobacco barn arid 8
Located in
acres.
Hazel. $115,000 00.
Call 753-2905 or
293-8595

753-8756 759-1369
488 townhome 2 513A
C/H/A,
refrigerator,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven. stove.
sq tt
1.400
Conveniently located
near MSU
Newly
refurbished
$840

UOUIDATION Saki
AN 2006 Homes Must

Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 lett
Save

Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429

OWNER
FINANCE***

"'OWNER
G&C
STORAGE

and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

month 50% off 1st
month $800 deposit

No
Check'
Credit
Completely
redone.
268 IBA singiewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access
Nice
covered deck
213
Primrose,
New
Concord
$2.900
down $450 month
Call 753-2222

required
No pets
Utilities not included
270-348-0458

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
14,crit.il Property &
Property Management
SCEN KC'S as.ulabk
Call 761-7355
min iconwisionerealtyeam

-*OWNER
FINANCE-• 28X68.
38R. 2 bath, 10 acres.
$4.950 down $69500
month, Hardin 7520729 Bonnie
Byerly Broker

DUPLEX 2BR

**OWNER

DUPLEX 2138, 2BA, 1 year old. 404 Bambi
Ct North no pets
(270)376-2746
(270)841-5653

Financing**
2005 24x56 38R,
28A. $4.950 down
$649 00 month, Hazel

(270)753-1011
1999 Belmont Ann
Edition 16x80 388
28A good con
Asking S18.500
offer 293 4061.
416 6151

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom,
unfurnished ($345)
nces including
washer & dryer
759-5885 or 293-7085
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice large 2 bedroom
AM appliances inducting washer. dryer. 7605885 or 293-7085

•213/4 $225
753-8012

1270)753-9887

GARAGE, office on
paid lot set-up for a
used' car lot. 8750.
703-4768
OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme location. 753-2905,
293-1480
PROFESSION AL
OFFICE- Ideal downtown location includes
reception conference

room

and

We accept Section
1 & 2 bar opts No
pets Leave a message 270-753-1970

9 vouchers
Apply at Mur.Cal Apls
40.2 Northwood Dr

I OR 2br &pis near
Murray
downtown

Monday
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984

Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDB it 800-648-6056

lease IBR $35000
28R $47500 Cali
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559

SMALL 1138, nonsmoking apt upstarts.

1138, 411-1 2 5 8th
SE, $265. mo.Srectrrt

$260 mo 753-5980

Di

water paid, available
now no pets

474-2520

STORY
Avenue
duplexes 767-9948

1138, various location',
6275-$300 Cotemai.
RE 753 989e

Fie Raid

288 28A garage, an
appkences $e50
436-5685

2, 3 & 488 houses
Lease
&
deposit
required 753-4109

288 apartments evadable Great location I
year lease, I month
deposit no pets
753-2905

1/2bncic ranch on

Motrolo. City utilities
AN Oscine. 2 cat
garage Large lanced
yard. New
central heat 8 air sys-

28A
2134 duplex
garage No pets
753-7457 or 227-3054

tem, annual lease.
Ray 270.767.0615

288 dupim. nice.
C/H/A. appliances furnished Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9898

THREE

$285 C3-IA,
2614
near MSU Move in
free days 753-98913
31488, 28A available
now. appkenees
Coleman RE 753-9698
388 Duplex. wafer furnoshed, 57013mo
Num 8 deposit
required 227-0375

bedroom,-one
bath house, etecnvood
heat.
single
car
garage Tool Shed and
building
storage
Located
in
Hazel
$600 00 a month Nc
Cali 753.:905

unit
Murray

10X19 storage

Downtown
$40 753-9887

refrigerator
CANA,
wisher dryer dishwasher, oven stove
sgIt
1 400
Conveniently located
near
MSU
Newly
refurtushed
166e
month 50% oft 1st
month 8800 depose
required No pets
Uttliiies not included

BARBEROSA Cycles
LLC
AN service & repairs
270-382-2444
2006 Yamaha NIFI
450. On 3rd tank of
gas. Like new, garage
kept. $4.500 0130

AKC Registered Shift
Tzu puppies,
1 male $350. 1
female $400. ready
March 6th (270)5596222.(270)851-8148
(270)554-7346 daytime
DOG Obedience
436-2858.

488 28* bock. 2 car
garage.
workshop
Fenced back yard
appliances included
Murray Mark Frednck
RE/MAX R E.A.

USED TIRES
14 15 15 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606

270-978-1880
BRICK

488/28A
3.000 sql. being. 2 car
garage, detached 6 car
garage/shop
New
C/H/A. New paint, carpet. floors New refrigerator 2 acres, 2 miles
from Murray on 121S
759-9982

'99 Lexus RX300
Silver/way. four *keel

drive. isoonnxif.
Great condition.
89.800.
270-753-9343
270-227-4869

Special to the Ledger
Child abuse is a serious
national problem with increasing incidents.
On average,
more than 2.450 children per
day fall victim to abase or neglect. Frequently many. if not
most. of these children arc lost

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt

121S

KY 42071
270-753-5562

Murray

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
Size Units
Available
*low Have
Climate Control
*All

753.3653

NEED A VEHICLE?
*wit housiomotortaies con,
270-753-4461
705 S. 121h Street

iinague

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, dean up junk
Garage yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

LAM
LAWN SERVICE

Mowing, Mani( wing
Landscaping a.
Leaf Vacuuming

Sidiritidion guaranteed

1816 2274611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00

2005 Ford F150 XLT
Supercab 4x4 Triton
5.4, beautiful truck,
17,000 miles, loaded
$20.500. 753-4895 or
293-8944
94 Chevy 1500 Ext.
Cab -- 200,000
miles 350 V8 -- Great
condition. $2600
(270) 804-3566

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Boren
BEECHER'S
Handyman Service
Odd jobs Free esti-

A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

mates. (270)762-0910.

Hill Electric

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Flooring -Decks
'Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements

Since 1986
24 moult mama
Res , Corn, & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

(270)978-2111

753-9562

Licensed/Insured

nadeauconstruction net

270-519-8570
SIMMONS'S
Carpentry &
Handyman Work Free
estimates

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roots.
decks
293-5438

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree

Need to sell your
Tnick or Car?
Call us we web*
pled re Axe.

Murray Lawyer & Tame
270-753-1916

FREE

removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling Ott
Insured

•

•

rap appluances 048 ifinr,
Metal Storm VetnrSows 8 Doors
Scrap Metal %tossers 'sullen
I „jet,
'
I, are 1.•e1t CY" BrIfteftel

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service

A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured
437-3044.
DAVIS Handyworks
"No Job too Smalr
Small home repairs,
roofing,
decks,
garages, siding, windows, and
doors.
Insured.
759-4418,
227-9484

Sinless Came

Must

530

Trimming, removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.
GRAVEL, white
sand delivered.
(270)293-1924
TRENCHING

731-782-3951
731-336-5288

rock &

HAI l'S WASTE

MANAGEMENT
•weekly & spc4.141 plc
•locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Stir

Hamilton Granite
& Marble

3301 St. Rt 12101,
753-8087
1.1111.,

•••

an•

r.e

al. 141.1r •

n,
••• le,
•••

decision'
, Give us a
c-al' Professional reliable service

Darnel Appraisal
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JOE'S JOBS
small household
& ard work.
Senior friendly.

Mu
res.
Frug
Ca

753-4344* 227-5644

NEED HELP?
Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

Handyman

Tree
YEARRY S
Service Free esti
mates Phone
436-2562 227-0267

VINYL replacement
windows, professional
installation available
Call Jeff C 753-6450
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers It.
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this information do so at their
own nsk. Although persons and companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any.
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

900 CASA programs across the
country, serving over 300,000
abused and neglected children.
There are 20 CASA programs
throughout
the
state
of
Kentucky consisting of 618 volunteers who represent over
1,878 children.
The CASA program which
serves Calloway County has
been in place for 10 years and
recently expanded to serve the
needs of Marshall County. The
mission of CASA is to "advocate for the best interests of
abused and neglected children in
Calloway County District Court
by utilizing committed and
trained citizen volunteers from

our community and collaborating with other social service
agencies as needed." The program is guided by a Board of
Directors which coordinates the
organizational activities and
oversees a Program Director
who is responsible for day-today operations.
CASA of Calloway and
Marshall Counties, Inc., is a
non-profit organization which
currently consists of 14 trained
volunteers who serve as advocates for children in our Family
Court. In 2006. the 14 CASA
advocates put in over 750 volunteer hours while serving 53 children. The 53 children served in

Aserage. 2-So-so, I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-Aprtl 19)
**** Communication is
mixed at best You might have
difficulty explaining where you
are coming from Center yourself and use your instincts and
unusual creativity A boss or
higher-up might
some
unusual

Calloway County represent an
18% increase over 2005. To
become a CASA volunteer, a
person must complete at least 40
hours of training through CASA
and serve under the direction
and supervision of a CASA
Program Director. When volunteers complete training they are
appointed by a judge to represent children in their court cases.
You may become a CASA
volunteer by contacting CASA
of Calloway and Marshall
County at 270-761-0164. You
can get additional applicant
information at c&sacc@murrayky.net

by Jacqueline Bigar
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AO Warehousing
hoar M511 $20S0
753-7858

Used Cars

WANT to buy Older
model camper in good
Ithatai. 220-9081
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BIRTHDAY
for
ILA PPY
Tuesday. Feb. 19, 2008:
1.270)489-2116
This year, zero in on what you
want. Frequently tap into your
goals and desires and revise
them as necessary. You could
achieve your aspiration, only to
discover that you really don't
want it at all. In truth, you will
he changing a lot in the nest
ear, and your choices will
reflect this transformation. New
trIced.s are likely to enter your
life. You could encounter a probkm with difficult communication or mixed messages.
Confirm meetings. If your feelings are hurt, check out what the
other party really meant. If you
are single. someone special
..N•rt
could head in your direction. A
friendship could he significant
rmso rms r w
in the forming of this bond. If
you are attached,'remain nurturing or become even more sensiWANT to know the tive to your sweetie. Mutuality
value of your home. could flow. Avoid blaming. LEO
lam. or commercial works well with you.
property on today's
marker)
The Sears Show the Kind of
Need help with that
Day Vaal Have: 5-Dynamic.
purchasing Of milting 4
-Positive:
•.

'03
Ford
Escape
98,000 miles sunroof,
electric locks/windows
leather. Excellent con-

NIL

Service Complete tree

in our criminal justice system
with no advocate on their behalf.

approx 8 acres. highly
productive land water
available 32x52 barn
dose by May be
eased also

rev,

2004
Chevy
Trailblazer. Great condition. 293-9950

Auto Puts

One solution to this problem
was the establishment of the
('owl
Appointed
Special
BERMUDA grass hay.,
Advocates (CASA) in 1977.
square bales. $8
This nationwide program is a
731-514-3832
system of trained community
volunteers who give a voice to
abused and neglected children in
court. Currently, there are over
TOBACCO ground

11.4.••

05 Equinox, 110,100
04 Rendezvous,
$9.900
'02 Montana, $5,800
'99 Chevy Z-7I.
$7.200
'04 MaximaSL,$12,700
'05 Altana -2.55,
$8,500
'01 Explorer, $5,100
'01 Grand Am-GT
$4,700
C&K (270)705-5973
See at
ckrnotorsky.corn

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

CASA serves to help children

aipples
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Fenancing On
Selected Vehicles

293-2232

err..1

Pots

set einem

5011-fownhorne 2584

parking

Suite
B.
Gregory.
Easiey. & Emstberger
Building Cali
753-2633

General Contracting
Slid-West's Largest Indoor Boat EXPO
Paducah. Kentucky • Feb. 29, Mardi 1 & 2
Expo ('enter beside the Escutive Inn
rids) • 4-9, saturday • 10-11., Saturday 11-4
All types et Boats from 10' to 38'
DETAILS ire i3e24343•wirwlestacidesayarhicum

dition $7600
SAW',

Commerical Prep. For

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroorn Apts

starling at $200.1no
753-4109
1&2 BR apts 1 -year

Check'
Credit
No
Clean & nice 38R 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Roper. 1.292 SD
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
sewer. $3,900 down,
month. Cat
$475
Ruthie (270)753-2222

1•1/2

bath, all appliances.
storage shed, handl
accessible
cap
$525/mo 436-5685

FINANCE"'
No credit check' Clean
and nice 38R 1E1A
home on lot in Puryear,
1.292 so ft , hardwood
floor,
appliances
$3,900 down, $475
monthly. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222.

'OWNER
FINANCE"'
COMMERCIAL property 4 shops, 9 storage buildings 6,800
sq ft Immediate
income Fully rented
Downtown area
$198,000

Caton Construction, LLC

Homes For Slit

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

leo Bedroom Apartments

(-rural Heat and Air
‘etsing Applit whin,

Murray Ledger & Times

be

making

demands
Tonight Let go and relax

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
tee You enter a period

in
vvhiCh you focus on your goals

and friends If you have been
considenng some changes. the
time will be the next few weeks
Learn to understand where others are coming from Walk in
their footsteps. Tonight Head
on home.
GEMINI(May 21-Junis 20)
***** Speak your mind, but
don t forget the power of diplomacy So much runs by you that
you might have a problem
keeping the abundance of information classified If you are running late, make a phone call
Tonight Hanging out is fun to
do
CANCER (Jun. 21-July 22)
*** Consider what extravagance and overindulgence really cost you You might opt to be
more self-disciplined as a
result
Those around you
appear to be changing right in
front of you Rather than react,
try walking in their shoes
Tonight Fun doesn't have to
cost
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Emphasize key relationships Let others know how
much you appreciate their
efforts Make it a point to clear
up a drsagreement, even if rt
means saying you are sorry Be
more
nurturing
Tonight
Whatever knocks your socks
off
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Confusing signals com-

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Zero in on what

you
want. Though an element of
confusion surrounds friends
and loved ones, you'll get
where you want to be. Indulge
someone who might be having
a difficult time Your resourcefulness starts to peak Tonight.
Where people are.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
****
Others
naturally
respect you and your choices.
As a result, you are often in a
position of leadership. Allow
more creativity to flow into your
communication
Others
become highly responsive
Tonight: Catch up on a fnend's
news

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** If you're feeling as if
you are in a whirlwind, step
back and detach A more
remote perspective will provide
understanding and ingenuity
An investment raight cost much
more than you enginally anticipated Tonight Where your
mind can wander

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19)
**** A partnership gains in
importance, be it professional

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Dive into your must-dos
You will want to be free and
clear soon enough Energy
starts building and will continue
for a while. You are in the position of zeroing in on a long-term
goal or desire Tonight. Get
some exercise.

BORN TODAY
Astronomer
Nicolaus
Copernicus (1473), Prince
Andrew of Britain (1960)
•
•
•

Jacqueline Blgar is on the
Internet at http://www jacqu'elinebigarcom.

GFCIEIETINGS

are a NEWCOMER

If you
Murray/Calloway

to

County

Call BARBARA G. JACKSON

piled with your own questioning
causes you 10 be insecure

Double-check meetings, information and any statements that
might feel off A new love interest has potential or possibly a
child transforms before your
very eyes Tonight Choose a
stress-buster

or personal. Dig up as much
information as possible about
an investment. You could find
that it might not be to your liking. Keep talks open Tonight.
With that special person in your
life.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others seem bound
and determined to pull you into
their life. Why not? You might
enjoy some diversity How you
view your world soon will be in
the process of transformation
Allow someone else to take the
lead Tonight Sort through invitations.

AT 753-43062 OR 293-4113

Ms

COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
are glad you have moved to
Murrey-Calloway County."

saying. -We

We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
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